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CHAPTER 1

Executive Summary
The City of Sarasota tasked Kimley-Horn to develop a 
Basis of Design Report (BODR) for The Ringling Trail, 
a bicycle thoroughfare extending from Payne Park to 
the Bayfront Multi-Use Recreational Trail (MURT) via 
Ringling Boulevard. 

The trail will connect the planned Florida Gulf 
Coast Trail through downtown from the Legacy 
Trail Extension (estimated completion early 2022) 
to Sarasota Bay and beyond. Ringling Boulevard’s 
existing conditions do not provide safe or adequate 
facilities for bicyclists entering downtown from the 
Legacy Trail, and users would be at high risk of 
conflict with other modes of travel, namely motor 
vehicles.

Kimley-Horn recommends the construction of one-
way 7-foot wide protected bike lanes, physically 
separated from adjacent motor vehicle travel/ parking 
lanes by a variable width buffer with vertical elements. 
In order to accommodate the varying width of Ringling 
Boulevard while maintaining user experience and 
safety on the trail, four typical sections are proposed 
(Figure 1-4). All sections maintain 7-foot wide bike 
lanes with buffer and 10-foot wide motor vehicle 
travel lanes. All segments accommodate Sarasota 
County Area Transit (SCAT) stops where necessary.

While not an off-road facility identical to the Legacy 
Trail, the Ringling Trail will provide an experience that 
is “trail like”, with few points of conflict and greater 
safety and comfort than the road has today. People 
bicycling on these blocks of Ringling Boulevard 
will enjoy their own lanes of travel protected from 
adjacent vehicular travel lanes, parking spots, and the 
sidewalk. This placement reduces the risk of crashes 
due to “dooring” (a crash in which a bicyclist is struck 
by, or rides into, a motor vehicle’s door or swerves to 
avoid a door that was opened quickly by an occupant 
who failed to check carefully for approaching traffic). 
The protected lanes also make bicyclists more visible 
to turning vehicles at intersections. Pedestrians 

Figure 1-1 Existing Conditions

Figure 1-2 Recommended 
Protected Bike Lanes
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should not walk or stand in these bike lanes but can cross them to access bus stops or parked cars, or to 
cross the street. Bicyclists must yield to pedestrians crossing the bike lane.

The project is consistent with guidance published by the National Associations of City Transportation 
Officials (NACTO) Urban Bikeway Design Guide and Urban Street Design Guide for pedestrian and bicycle 
accommodations. The conceptual design was developed with significant input from the public and City 
staff. A traffic study was also performed to review impacts of the proposed improvements on motor vehicle 
traffic. The study found that even with a hypothetical increase in vehicles on the corridor, there would be 
sufficient capacity on Ringling Boulevard for car traffic to flow within adopted standards through the year 
2040 and beyond.

The trail is also expected to bring substantial economic benefit to the corridor and the greater downtown. 
Over 500,000 people are projected to use the Legacy Trail in 2020, with usership expected to expand as 
segments of the extension are completed. Case studies from urban planning and real estate publications 
have documented property value increases, vacancy reductions, and increased sales revenues in commercial 
districts after trail and bike lane investments. Summaries of these benefits can be found in Chapter 3.

Overall, the implementation of the Ringling Trail will transform Ringling Boulevard between the Legacy Trail 
and the Bayfront with a multi-modal vision aligned with the City’s Long-Range Planning goals. The design 
will create room for the expected bicycle throughput and ensure bicyclists feel safe along the route. The 
route fits the context of a highly urban area; supports economic development; complements the surrounding 
land uses; simplifies conflicts with other modes of travel; and ensures automobile traffic is well-managed.

Based on public feedback and the available budget, our recommendation is for breaking the project into 
two phases. The first phase will cost approximately $900,000 with construction to be completed late 2021. 
This phase will consist of a striping project that will add delineator posts to create a protected bike lane. The 
second phase will be a long-term project to include complete milling and resurfacing to create protected 
bike lanes with permanent tree islands. 

Figure 1-3 Overall Project Area
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Figure 1-4 Existing Segment Typicals

Segment 1 - School Ave to Lime Ave

Segment 3 - US 301 to School Ave

Segment 2 - Rawls Ave to US 301

Segment 4 - Pineapple Ave to Rawls Ave
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CHAPTER 2

Project Overview
Kimley-Horn’s basis of design report (BODR) is focused on planning and engineering elements of the Ringling 
Trail Project. It is the result of a technical evaluation, project planning meetings, review of industry best 
practices, traffic data collection and analysis, and input gathered during the public engagement process. 
This BODR serves as a record to document guidance and decisions made during the design development 
process that affect the implementation of the Ringling Trail.

The vision for the Ringling Trail Project is to provide a critical link between the Legacy Trail Extension, currently 
under construction (expected completion 2022), and the City of Sarasota’s vibrant Downtown core. The 
project, as planned, will enhance the multimodal transportation network within the City and region, support 
economic development, transportation, and recreation, and is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive 
Plan, Multimodal Connections Plan (See Figure 2-1) and recently completed Citywide Transportation Master 
Plan, Sarasota in Motion. 

The following methodology 
describes the stepped scientific 
process of evaluation and 
appraisal Kimley-Horn proposed to 
develop a basis of design: 

• Research history and vision for 
the corridor

• Examine existing 
transportation and land use 
conditions

• Solicit comments from the 
public and key community 
stakeholders

• Develop a concept plan

• Study transportation 
operations and impacts

The subsequent chapters describe 
each step of the process and 
detail their individual findings. The 
executive summary provides a 
succinct description of the overall 
basis of design.

Figure 2-1: Adopted Multimodal Connections Plan
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CHAPTER 3

Background
The City of Sarasota has a long history of proactive urban planning. Its first comprehensive plan was adopted 
in 1925, well before it was required through the Florida Local Government Comprehensive Planning and 
Land Development Regulation Act of 1975 (later amended in 1985).

The City of Sarasota Downtown Master Plan was prepared in the year 2000 to provide the City with a clear 
vision for future development within its downtown area. While a relatively small geographic area, downtown is 
considered the economic and employment “heart” of the city. When planning for continued revitalization and 
redevelopment, the City sought to address the following issues: connection of the downtown to the bayfront 
area, walkability, a balanced transportation system, civic and cultural improvements, and implementable 
objectives.

Over the course of the past two decades the downtown has boomed, as many citizens have rediscovered 
the appeal of urban living. Street design investments to support the boom have been focused on the premier 
commercial corridors of Main Street and Palm Avenue with priority given to pedestrian experience, safety, 
and parking opportunities. Very few bicycle facilities have been built in or around the downtown area and 
most bicyclists ride on sidewalks or in the street, mixing with traffic.

In 2008, Sarasota County completed the Legacy Trail, a 10-mile rails-to-trails project connecting the City 
of Venice to Palmer Ranch along a historic Seaboard Air Line Railway. The success of the trail coupled with 
strong community support resulted in an approved bond referendum to extend the Legacy Trail an additional 
7.5 miles north along the existing rail corridor to Payne Park in downtown Sarasota. It is expected that the 
grade level trail part of this extension will be completed in 2022. Overpasses at Clark Road and Bee Ridge 
Road are expected to be completed by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) shortly thereafter.

The Legacy Trail extension is expected to provide access to over 500,000 trips per year once completed. 
Legacy Trail usage statistics are displayed in Figure 3-2 showing continued growth in trail usage since 
2017. Users traveling to the northern terminus will arrive in downtown Sarasota at the intersection of the 
trail with Ringling Boulevard, entering lanes of traffic. The existing condition of the roadway lacks bicycle 
facilities, requiring users to mix with traffic. Users may encounter real or perceived danger when entering the 
downtown core, presenting substantial evidence of deficiencies and the need for a solution.

As a result of this background information, the City of Sarasota identified Ringling Boulevard as the most 
feasible location for conducting a study on bicycle facilities that would convey users of the Legacy Trail into 
the downtown and bayfront (See Figure 3-1).  

The project limits are along Ringling Boulevard from the intersection with Lime Avenue (and vacated Shopping 
Lane) to the intersection with Pineapple Avenue. The project connects with the County initiated Legacy Trail 
extension (at the time of this report, the Legacy Trail is planned for completion in 2022 ) and provides a direct 
connection to Downtown via an existing signalized intersection at US 301. In addition, Ringling Boulevard 
east of Lime Avenue currently provides bicycle lanes and Ringling Boulevard west of Pineapple Avenue is 
designed as a low speed street allowing for comfortable and safe mixing of traffic. 
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Figure 3-1: Bike Routes

The route was also selected as a means to support the growing downtown commercial sector. 
Businesses in the Downtown are expected to see great benefits from increased connectivity in the project 
area. The National Street Improvements Study, conducted by Portland State University in conjunction 
with PeopleForBikes, researched the economic effects of bicycle infrastructure on 14 corridors across 
six American cities in various geographic areas and contexts. The Study found bicycle and pedestrian 
infrastructure improvements resulted in generally positive impacts on the local economy as measured 
through sales and employment. 

The Consumer Behavior and Travel Choices: A Focus on Cyclists and Pedestrians Study, conducted by 
Portland State University in conjunction with PeopleForBikes, researched the links between consumer 
behavior and the mode of transportation used to access local destination. The Study found that on average 
customers that arrive by modes of transportation other than motor vehicles spend similar amounts or more 
and are also more frequent patrons. 

The Measuring the Street: New Metrics for 21st Century Streets Study, conducted by New York City 
Department of Transportation (NYCDOT) in conjunction with PeopleForBikes, details the metrics NYCDOT 
uses to evaluate street projects. The Study found that a protected bicycle lane in Manhattan for 8th and 9th 
Avenues lead to 35% decrease in injuries to all street users (8th Ave.), 57% decrease in injuries to all street 
users (9th Ave.), and up to 49% increase in retail sales (locally-based businesses on 9th Avenue from 23 to 
31st Streets., compared to 3% borough wide). 
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The Active Transportation and Real 
Estate the Next Frontier Study 
conducted by the Urban Land Institute 
showed that a study by the Salt Lake 
City Department of Transportation 
found that in the first six month of the 
next year after adding protected bike 
lanes, retail sales were up 8.8 percent 
compared with a citywide increase of 
only 7 percent. The Study also showed 
that a study in Dunedin, Florida of the 
Pinellas Trail found that retail vacancies 
declined more than 50 percent in the 
town after opening the trail. 

In summary, Ringling Boulevard was 
selected as the project area after 
a careful evaluation of a variety of 
factors related to safety, transportation, 
recreation, economics and overall 
context sensitivity. The Ringling Trail 
has been closely coordinated with the 
planned and existing segments of the 
Legacy Trail, and regional Gulf Coast 
Trail (See Figure 3-3). 

Figure 3-2: Legacy Trail Usage Statistics
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Ringling Boulevard’s unusually large right-of-way is a relic of its original purpose, a grand boulevard for a 
business district developed by Charles Ringling on the site of the former Gillespie Golf Course. At the time 
of Ringling Boulevard’s construction in the 1920’s, Fruitville Road did not yet serve as the arterial State Road 
it is today and Main Street terminated at the Train Depot (now N School Ave). This historical shift in context 
(See Figures 3-4 and 3-5) and the construction of roadways more suitable for regional vehicular traffic result 
in a Ringling Boulevard that is overbuilt in when considering the ratio between vehicular capacity and actual 
traffic volumes.

Figure 3-3: FDOT SUN Trail Network and Gulf Coast Trail
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Figure 3-4: Ringling Historical Context (1948 Aerial)
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Figure 3-5: Ringling Historical Context (2020 Aerial)
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CHAPTER 4

EXISTING CONDITIONS INVENTORY
The purpose of this existing conditions inventory is to identify constraints and opportunities for the redesign 
of the Ringling Boulevard, analyze its function, and begin the process of formulating recommendations. The 
data for this analysis of existing conditions was compiled from the City of Sarasota and Sarasota County 
GIS databases, as well as several site visits to the corridor 

4.1 - Points of Interest

Ringling Boulevard provides access to and from the main commercial corridors, Downtown-adjacent 
neighborhoods, businesses, residential apartments, condominiums, and hotels. These points of interest 
along the roadway represent the fine-grained mix of uses that contribute to a vibrant downtown. More 
significantly for the purposes of this study, these places represent origins and destinations. Origins and 
destinations are one of two main contributors to a successful bicycle network, the other being network 
infrastructure. 

Figure 4-1: Points of Interest in Project Vicinity
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Figure 4-2: Bicyclists on Ringling Boulevard

4.2 - Urban Context

Certain factors within cities make it easier to walk and bike more.  These include wide sidewalks, comfortable 
bike lanes,  moderate vehicle speeds, and the clustering of businesses and housing. Downtown zoning 
creates the right factors so that residents and workers will see additional benefits from more walking and 
biking. Encouraging areas to develop, as the Downtown has, with a diverse mix of uses, an interconnected 
street grid, increased densities, and improved access to employment and other non-residential uses 
increases the percentage of people who can benefit from alternative transportation modes.  

Sarasota’s Downtown serves as the economic and employment hub for both the city of Sarasota and 
Sarasota County. The Downtown Core currently has, and will maintain, the most intense development 
within the city.
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4.3 - Neighborhoods

Neighborhoods within the project’s vicinity are shown in Figure 4-3. These adjacent neighborhoods 
within the Downtown include established neighborhoods such as Laurel Park, Gillespie Park, and 
the Gardens of Ringling Park as well as emerging neighborhoods such as the Rosemary District. A 
mix of housing types, ages, and sizes create a natural diversity in these neighborhoods. Residents of 
these neighborhoods have generally located in these areas because of high access to the amenities, 
employment opportunities, and services which the Downtown offers.

Figure 4-3: Neighborhoods in Project Vicinity
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4.4 - Zoning & Future Land Use

The project area’s existing zoning and existing future land use designations are displayed in Figure 4-4 
and Figure 4-5.  The majority of the project area falls within the Downtown Core (DTC) zoning district, yet, 
portions of the project area also fall within the Commercial General (CG), Office Professional Business 
(OPB), Downtown Edge (DTE), and Residential Multiple Family 4 (RMF-4) zoning districts. Each of these 
zoning districts provide for the opportunity of development and redevelopment that promotes the creation 
of additional points of interest and a diverse mix of uses. This will continue to increase the percentage of 
people who will benefit from alternative transportation modes. In addition, transportation improvements 
create a more people friendly, attractive environment which could encourage quality development and lead 
to greater economic prosperity.

Figure 4-4: Existing Zoning
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Figure 4-3: Points of Inter-
est in Project Vicinity

 Figure 4-5: Existing Future Land Use
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4.5 - Speed Limit

The posted speed limit displays Ringling Boulevard as a variable speed route. East of 301, Ringling has 
a 25 MPH speed limit, while west of 301, it speeds up to 30 MPH despite becoming more curvilinear in 
design. Observation suggests that design speed increases west of 301 because of decreased friction be-
tween eastbound and westbound travel lanes due to the existing median. These are high vehicular speeds 
for safe and comfortable bicycle riding. Although sharrows may be permissible on these Ringling at these 
speeds, they are not recommended in the context of the design.

The existing roadway section is more appropriate for high speeds and large volumes of cars, yet, the 
intersection density and the adjacent residences and businesses suggest that the roadway is not tailored 
for the surrounding environment. In some areas of Ringling Boulevard, such as the Courthouse District east 
of US 301, pedestrians cross each hour throughout the day.

 Figure 4-6: Posted Speed Limit
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 Figure 4-7: Existing Bus Routes and Stops

4.6 - Bus Routes and Stops

This project seeks to create a Complete Street to accommodate all forms of transportation, including buses. 
Ringling Boulevard is a Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT) bus route, with many bus stops between 
US-301 and Orange Avenue. Figure 4-7 displays the SCAT bus routes and stops within the project area. 
These bus routes and bus stops were taken into consideration and incorporated into the proposed design 
of the project. When two lanes are available the buses stop in the outside through lane while loading and 
unloading while other vehicles pass in the median side lane. When the road is only one-lane wide with no 
lane for vehicles to pass, SCAT prefers to have a bus pullout in which to stop while loading and unloading. 
The bus pullouts are 150 feet long, with a 50-foot taper into the bus stop, 50-feet for the bus stop and a 
50-foot taper out of the bus stop.
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4.7 - Existing Right-of-Way and Curb Widths

The exiting approximate right-of-way width and curb-to-curb widths of the project area are shown in Figures 
4-8 and 4-9. The right-of way widths vary throughout the project area, ranging from 85 feet to 130 feet wide. 
Similarly, the curb-to-curb widths also vary throughout the project area, ranging from 40 feet to 75 feet wide. 
The proposed 7-foot wide bicycle lanes are important to encourage an increased usage of the roadway and 
a diversity of bicyclists. The proposed design will accommodate the varying width of Ringling Boulevard 
while maintaining user experience and safety on the trail.

 Figure 4-8: Approximate Right-of-Way Width
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In summary, this inventory presented opportunities for this project to improve upon the existing conditions 
of the corridor.  The proposed project will provide:

• A better connected bicycle network that increases the number of businesses and points of interest 
accessible to bicyclists; 

• A safe and comfortable East-West bicycle route to and through Downtown and the Bayfront 
designed to be inclusive of all abilities, ages, and trips; and

• Improved context sensitivity and consistency with the current roadway design and land uses. 

 Figure 4-9: Approximate Curb-to-curb Width
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CHAPTER 5

Citizen Involvement and Public Input
Citizen Involvement and public input was a vital component of the of the Ringling Trail basis of design, 
informing the team of specific community preferences and providing valuable feedback on the proposal 
itself. The City of Sarasota Transportation Planning team kicked off the public input period on October 1, 
2020 with an informational video, digital survey, and letters to key stakeholders. The online survey then 
began October 15,2020, remaining open and available for completion through November 15, 2020. During 
the course of the one-month period, over 850 people participated in the online survey, generating over 
21,000 data points and 700 comments. 

The online survey consisted of five basic sections, each highlighting a different element of Ringling Blvd the 
street redesign. Participants were asked to evaluate their preference for various street cross-sections, rank 
vertical buffer elements, and provide information on their travel and cycling preferences.  Survey results 
overwhelmingly supported the redesign of Ringling Boulevard to accommodate enhanced bicycle facilities 
and a reduction in vehicular travel lanes. Data collected from the survey can be viewed in the graphs and 
images below. 

Figure 5-1: Street Section Ratings

TASK: Would you like to travel here? Please rate each of the following streets.
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West of US 301 Ringling Blvd with 
Traditional Bike Lanes 
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Figure 5-2: American Bike Lane Example Rankings

TASK: Would you like to travel here? Please rate each of the following streets.

 Bike Lane with Delineator Posts

 Buffered Bike Lane with Delineator Posts

 Protected Bike Lane With Curb

 Buffered Bike Lane

 Protected Bike Lane with Planted Median
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Figure 5-3: Physical Barrier Preferences

TASK: Please rank the physical separators (barriers) from the perspective of a bicyclist. First being 
the separator that you think would make you feel the most safe & comfortable, last being the 

separator that would make you feel least safe & comfortable.

 Planter Island

 Turtle/ Large Bumps

 Concrete Median

 Delineator Posts

 Freestanding Planters
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 Oblong Low Bumps  Parking Stops

 Permanent Bollards
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Figure 5-4: Community Profile

TASK: Please answer the following questions so we can learn more about when, where, and how 
you move around.
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Through the public input process, the City and design team was able to gain valuable insight into the wants 
and needs of the community and their preference for the future of Ringling Blvd. Of survey respondents, an 
overwhelming majority (95%) voted for improvements to Ringling Blvd to accommodate the Gulf Coast Trail 
(Figure 5-4). Participants also listed safety and comfort as the number one factor when biking, emphasizing 
the importance of quality bike lane facilities in the success of bicycling in the City. While 83% of participant 
listed ‘driving alone’ as their primary non-recreational mode of transportation, over 450 people responded 
that they would like to use bicycling for non-recreational trips around Sarasota, the high number of votes 
of any transportation option. Through the public input process, it was made clear that safety should be 
the number one priority in order to encourage cycling in Sarasota and should be the number one priority in 
design of the Ringling Trail.

In order to promote safety on the Ringing Trail, the physical design of the corridor should provide proper 
separation between bicyclists and vehicles. In the online survey, users were asked to rate various street 
sections based on their feelings about each design. Respondents consistently ranked cross sections 
containing vegetated buffers as their preferred option, a design that would provide both a high level of 
comfort and the added benefit of shade to users of the facility. Vegetated buffers were again ranked as 
the top choice of respondents in the physical barrier preference survey (Figure 5-3). Permanent buffer 
installations such as planter island, freestanding planters, and permanent bollards consistently ranked 
among the top buffer options, likely due to the increased level of comfort a more substantial buffer option 
provides. User preferences of these design elements will be used to inform further development of both the 
short and long-term corridor design and eventual implementation, as discussed in later chapters.

Some participants surveyed expressed concerns regarding traffic flow and negotiating sharing the road with 
greater number of cyclists. The traffic study (appendix A) addresses the future level-of-service, which will 
remain within the City’s level of service to provide well-functioning traffic flow. Given that a greater number 
of cyclists will be reaching Downtown, the protected bicycle lanes will provide the best accommodations 
for orderly traffic flow for all roadway users.

In addition to the general public survey, City Staff also reached out to key neighborhood groups as a part 
of the public engagement process. These neighborhood groups included:

• Downtown Sarasota Condominium 
 Association (DSCA)
• Downtown Improvement District (DID)
• Alta Vista Neighborhood Association
• Ringling Park Neighborhood Association
• Towles Court Neighborhood Association
• Towles Court Property Owners
• Burns Court Neighborhood Association
• Burns Square Association

The Downtown Improvement District (DID) unanimously endorsed the Ringling Trail and showed support for 
the project. Local organizations, neighborhood groups, and citizen input played pivotal role in informing the 
concept design and will continue to drive project decision making moving forward.

• Laurel Park Neighborhood Association
• Park East Neighborhood Association
• Gillespie Park Neighborhood Association
• Original Gillespie Park Neighborhood Association
• Friends of the Legacy Trail
• Downtown Sarasota Alliance (DSA)
• Downtown Merchants Group
• Coalition of City Neighborhood Associations
 (CCNA)
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38

Ringling Trail

Thanks for asking and for the excellent 
survey. Some of the options are very 
exciting. I like barriers they make the 
ride attractive, as well as safe. 

As an avid cyclist I have always stayed away 
from downtown due to the roads and lack of 
safe areas to cycle. I absolutely would come 
downtown to ride if these steps were taken. 

This would be the start to a great  
inner-city safe bicycle mode of 
travel.

I'm thrilled that the Legacy Trail is being extended 
and that the city is improving bike infrastructure 
from there.  I look forward to start regularly biking to 
downtown to eat etc. once the routes are completed.

I support any roadway that has 
a protected bike lane.

It would be wonderful to connect the new 
Payne Park extension all the way to Marina 
Jacks for an outstanding biking experience.

RINGLING TRAIL  Basis of Design Report
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Ringling Trail

CHAPTER 6

Concept Plan

Based on the input from Chapters 1-5 Kimley-Horn prepared a concept plan for the Ringling Trail Corridor. The 
concept plan depicted in Figure 6-5 is the result of findings from the existing conditions analysis, programming 
studies, and public input as well as input and guidance from City staff. The concept plan is consistent with 
guidance published by the National Associations of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Urban Bikeway Design 
Guide and Urban Street Design Guide for pedestrian and bicycle accommodations. 

In development of the concept plan and in conjunction with City staff, a short-term and long-term solution for 
the corridor was identified in order to meet the unique needs of the project. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the 
Legacy Trail Extension will be terminating near the east end of the project corridor with an expected completion 
date of 2022. In order to ensure the Ringling Trail is in place in time to accommodate cyclists from the Legacy 
Trail Extension, and to meet current funding availability, a short-term solution for the corridor has been proposed. 
The aim of the short-term concept plan is to match level of service, safety, and overall experience of the long-
term solution, while accommodating schedule and budget. This short-term solution will also allow designers 
and City staff to evaluate the design and incorporate improvements and additions into the long-term approach.

The short-term concept plan as shown in Figure 6-5 proposes the reconfiguration of the existing corridor to 
include  one-way 7-foot wide protected bike lanes, a single 10’ vehicular travel lane and turn lanes where 
applicable, and a variable width buffer with vertical elements physically separating bicyclists from adjacent motor 
vehicle travel/parking lanes. The concept will retain all existing curb within the corridor, and will replace existing 
on-street parking spaces where possible. The design utilizes high visibility striping and a vertical separator 
element to provide maximum safety to bicyclists. For the short term installation, a temporary or removable vertical 
separator element should be utilized. These include plastic delineator posts, oblong bumps or armadillos, large 
bumps or turtles, or parking stops as depicted in Figure 5-3. Based on the results of the public input process, 
plastic delineator posts will be proposed as part of the short-term installation.

The long-term concept plan will feature much of the same horizontal layout and bike lane configuration as the 
short-term plan currently being proposed. Many of the changes in the plan will consist of the installations of 
permanent physical barriers and intersection reconfiguration, as well as a full mill and resurface of the corridor. 
It is recommended that the installation include the installation of permanent physical separators, such as a 
planter islands, freestanding planters, or concrete medians. These barrier options provide an additional level of 
safety and comfort and ranked among the highest in comfort by respondents to the online survey (Figure 5-3). 
The addition of planter islands would also introduce an opportunity to provide shade trees along the corridor, 
a sought-after commodity for bicyclists in the area. It is recommended that permanent barriers be installed at 
intersections and high conflict areas to further emphasize vehicular/bicyclist separation and alleviate conflict in 
these areas. A long-term plan for the corridor should also consider more substantial intersection reconfiguration 
in order to improve safety along the corridor, these locations have been identified and are studied in more detail 
in Figures 6-2 through 6-4. The timeline for the long-term installation is currently unknown and it is expected that 
this plan to grow and evolve as the needs of the community change.
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Safety:

Signing and Pavement Marking – Proper signing and marking for vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians should 
be utilized in order to minimize conflict and ensure proper usage of the facilities. In addition to the pavement 
markings shown on the concept plan in Figure 6-5, a complete signing and marking plans package should be 
developed as part of the construction documents process. Due to the high number of expected users and range 
of experience levels it is recommended that high visibility treatment be utilized at intersections and high traffic 
driveways. Signing and pavement markings should be designed in accordance with MUTCD standards.

Driveways – Driveway connections onto Ringling Blvd introduce unsignalized conflict points between turning 
motorists and with bicyclist using the corridor. In order to minimize conflict, driveway closure or realignment 
should be evaluated along the entirety of the corridor. In locations where multiple access points or non-standards 
driveway width exist, consideration should be given to closure, consolidation, or reconfiguration of driveway 
access. In locations where this is not deemed feasible, conflict zone striping should be used to alert cyclists and 
motorists of potential conflict. The buffer zone should be kept free of parking, large vegetation, or other objects 
that may obstruct the view of drivers for 20’ on either side of the driveway location.

Bike Boxes – In order to facilitate movement of bicyclists on and off the corridor, bike boxes are recommended at 
all signalized intersections. Given the size and geometry of the existing intersections, two-stage turn queue boxes 
similar to the design shown at the intersection of Ringling Blvd and East Ave in Figure 6-1 are recommended. 
Two-stage turn queue boxes allow cyclists to safely make a left turn while moving them out of the flow of bike 
traffic and queuing them ahead of crossing thru-traffic in a high visibility zone. Right turns on red on cross 
streets where this treatment is used should be prohibited and signed according to MUTCD guidelines in order to 
vehicles from entering the queuing area. 

Figure 6-1: Two-Stage Queue Boxes at East Ave
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Roundabouts:

Navigating a Roundabout by Bike – Users of the protected bike lane will encounter two options for navigation 
of roundabouts at Orange and Pineapple Ave. In accordance with current FHWA guidelines, the protected bike 
lane will be terminated prior to entry into the roundabout, allowing cyclists to navigate the roundabout either with 
vehicular traffic or as a pedestrian. Experienced cyclists who chose to navigate the roundabout like a vehicle will 
use the dashed transition zone to merge with vehicular traffic before navigating the roundabout as any vehicle 
and observing the normal flow of traffic. Cyclists who chose to navigate the roundabout like a pedestrian will 
utilize the bike ramps provided near the terminus of the bike lane to exist the roadway onto the sidewalk where 
they will navigate the roundabout like a pedestrian, re-entering the bike lane via the bike ramp opposite the 
roundabout in their chosen direction of travel. Due to the high number of pedestrians and insufficient sidewalk 
widths at the existing roundabouts it is recommended that cyclists be required to walk their bicycles when using 
the sidewalk.  

Pineapple Ave Roundabout Bioswales – The proposed concept plan includes installation of bike entry/exit ramps 
along Ringling Blvd at the Pineapple Ave roundabout. The proposed entry/exit ramps encroach on bioswale 
installations associated with the roundabout and will result in reduced volume. Further study of these bioswales 
is needed in the construction documents phase to ensure proper drainage, treatment, and capacity requirements 
will be met with the implementation of the proposed design.

Orange Ave Roundabout Right-of-way restrictions – The current configuration of the Orange Ave roundabout 
and adjacent right-of-way limits create possible bicycle circulation restrictions along the sidewalks adjacent to 
the roundabout. Further consideration should be given to right-of-way or easement acquisition, specifically in 
the northwest quadrant of the intersection, to provide sidewalk area closer to the recommended 10’ width for 
shared pedestrian/bicycle use.

Pine Pl Roundabout – The City of Sarasota is currently in the design phase of a proposed roundabout at 
the Ringling Blvd and Pine Pl intersection. The proposed single lane roundabout will simplify circulation at the 
intersection and enhance pedestrian and bicycle safety in the area. Roundabout design at this intersection 
should accommodate on street and off-street bicyclists circulation in keeping with treatment currently proposed 
in the concept plan at the Ringling Blvd and S Orange Ave and Ringling Blvd and S Pineapple Ave roundabouts. 
Sidewalk areas that are designed to accommodate pedestrians and cyclists navigating the roundabout should 
be a minimum 10’ in width.
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Intersection Improvements:

US 301 Safety Improvements – Long-term design of the corridor should consider additional improvements to 
the Ringling Blvd and Washington Blvd (US 301) intersection. Figure 6-2 depicts recommended improvements 
to the intersection to enhance pedestrian and bicyclist safety at what is the busiest intersection on the corridor. 
The proposed design includes to the elimination of the westbound right-turn lane on Ringling Blvd to prevent 
unsignalized conflict between vehicles and cyclists. The design also proposed reconfiguration of the crosswalks, 
pulling them further away from the intersection on Ringling Blvd. This update would allow for the inclusion of a 
raised island between travel lanes and the buffered bike lane which would provide an additional level of safety 
for cyclists and provide a shorter and more protected north-south crossing for pedestrians. This same approach 
may be applied to other intersections throughout the corridor as deemed necessary.

 

Figure 6-2: Intersection Improvements at Washington Blvd (US 301)
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Golf/Links Intersection Reconfiguration – The Golf St/Links Ave and Ringling Blvd on the south side of the 
corridor presents a unique challenge and safety concern that should be evaluated further as a long-term design 
is developed. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 depict possible reconfiguration of the intersection to improve pedestrian in 
bicycle safety at this location. Figure 6-3 proposes the full closure of access to Ringling Blvd from Golf St and 
Link Ave. The proposed design will transition Golf St and Links Ave to a more traditional neighborhood condition 
and allows for safe pedestrian and bicycle east bound circulation while simplifying vehicular circulation in the 
area. The proposed design will also eliminate the need for a westbound left turn lane on Ringling Blvd. Figure 
6-4 proposes a partial closure of the intersection, eliminating access from Golf St/Link Ave onto Ringling while 
maintaining access southbound off of Ringling Blvd. The simplified intersection design will decrease crossing 
distance for pedestrian and cyclists, while revised intersection geometry will reduce speeds and cut through 
traffic eastbound from Ringling Blvd onto Golf St. 

City staff will conduct public outreach with Towle’s Court and Laurel Park after City Commission approval of the 
Concept Plan to elicit feedback on the proposed options and further consider intersection modifications versus 
the existing intersection condition.

 Figure 6-3: Golf St/Links Ave Intersection Reconfiguration- Full Closure
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Figure 6-4: Golf St/ Links Ave Intersection Reconfiguration- Partial Closure

Maintenance:

Maintenance & Street Cleaning – In order to maintain functionality and ensure user safety it is important that the 
bike lane be kept clear of waste and debris. The City should include regular maintenance of the corridor as a part 
of normal downtown street cleaning and maintenance. In design, placement of short-term temporary vertical 
barrier and long-term permanent buffers will accommodate the 8.5’ minimum clearance of the City’s current 
street sweeper.
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Figure 6-5: Concept Plan
*see following page*
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Ringling Trail

Based on the 90% Concept Plan developed in Chapter 6, Kimley-Horn developed a long-range estimate of the 
proposed design. The Long-Range Estimate shown in Figure 7-1 reflects a high level estimate of the ‘short-term’ 
corridor design as outlined in Chapter 6. The estimate includes all construction related costs, including roadway 
microsurfacing, striping, vertical barrier installation, and contractor fees. Cost estimates for each item were 
developed using the most recent bidding information available. The estimate assumes:

• Retention off all existing curbline along the corridor. With the exception of select removal for the installation of 
ADA ramps and crosswalk modifications, all existing curb is proposed to remain in place for the short-term 
installation.

• Microsurfacing or thin-lift treatment will be used in lieu of a traditional mill & resurface. Thin-lift treatment 
eliminates the need for milling of the corridor and would provide for a ‘clean slate’ for proposed travel lane 
realignment and buffered bike lane striping while reducing overall project costs. It should be noted that 
microsurfacing/thin-lift treatments are not currently FDOT approved and long-term maintenance, safety, 
and impacts on existing drainage patterns should be studied fully before proceeding with this treatment. 
Although a number of alternative asphalt treatments exist, a ½” 4.75 mm superpave thin-lift application has 
been used for the long-range estimate provided.

• New intersection and lane like striping along the length of the project corridor. This includes crosswalks, stop 
bars, lane lines, and directional arrows associated with vehicular travel.

• Buffer and bike lane striping along the length of the project corridor. 

• Green bike line striping at intersections and high conflict areas. 

• Vertical Delineators Posts.

• Allowance for site furnishings including bike racks and bike repair stations. Final location and product 
selection will be determined during the construction document phase.

 

CHAPTER 7

Long Range Estimate

RINGLING TRAIL  Basis of Design Report
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Figure 7-1: Long Range Estimate
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Ringling Trail

Alternates

Pervious Paver Removal – Cost provided includes removal and replacement of existing pervious pavement 
parking field and subgrade along the south side of Ringling Blvd between East Ave and S School Ave. Installation 
of standard asphalt surface and subgrade is assumed in the cost provided.

Brick Paver Removal- Cost provided includes removal and replacement of brick paver parking field and subgrade 
along the north side of Ringling Blvd between East Ave and S School Ave. Installation of standard asphalt surface 
and subgrade is assumed in the cost provided.

Full Mill and Overlay – Cost provided includes a full mill and overlay to 2” depth of roadway within the project 
limits.

Full Signal Replacement at East Ave Intersection – Due to the age of the current signal and additional signal head 
necessitated by the addition of an eastbound and westbound left-turn lane, a full signal replacement should be 
considered as a part of long-term project implementation. 

Additional cost savings opportunities – In order to meet project budget or align with changing construction 
costs, additional costs savings measures may be necessary. Possible cost saving opportunities may include:

• Reduction in green bike lane striping length adjacent to intersections, or at lower traffic driveway conflict 
zones

• Increase in the on-center spacing of diagonal buffer striping

• Retention of the existing pavement in selection locations where proposed alignment is consistent with 
existing conditions. Ex: Ringling Blvd west of US 301 where inner travel lane remains largely unchanged 
from current alignment.

 

RINGLING TRAIL  Basis of Design Report
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Figure 7-2: Long Range Estimate: Add Alternates
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION
The Ringling Trail Basis of Design Report represents a strategy to integrate the core of Sarasota into a 
regional network of high-quality bicycle facilities. Kimley-Horn recommends the construction of one-way 
7- foot wide protected bike lanes, physically separated from adjacent motor vehicle travel / parking lanes 
by a variable width buffer with vertical elements. Ringling Boulevard will continue to accommodate Sarasota 
County Area Transit (SCAT) shelters and bus routes where necessary.

The trail is also expected to bring substantial economic benefit to the corridor and the greater downtown. 
500,000+ people are projected to use the Legacy Trail in 2020, with usership expected to expand as 
segments of the extension are completed in 2021 and beyond. As detailed earlier in the document, urban 
trail and bike lane investments can have substantial positive impacts on local economies; increasing property 
value, reducing vacancy, and increasing sales revenues in commercial districts. Summaries of these studies 
can be found in Chapter 3.

The conceptual design and approach outlined in this document was developed with significant input from 
the public and City staff. Through a public input survey and outreach to local businesses and neighborhood 
organizations, the design team was able to develop a concept that meets the needs of the community and 
provides a quality urban bicycle facility on par with others throughout the country. The Ringling Trail aims to 
provide an experience that is “trail like”, with minimal points of conflict and maximum safety and comfort. 
The project is consistent with guidance published by the National Associations of City Transportation 
Officials (NACTO) Urban Bikeway Design Guide and Urban Street Design Guide for pedestrian and bicycle 
accommodations. 

Due to budget and the expected completion of the Legacy Trail Extension, it is recommended that the 
project be implemented in two phases. The first phase will consist of high visibility roadway striping and 
vertical delineator posts and will cost approximately $900,000, with construction expected be completed 
late 2021. The second phase will consist of permanent raised buffers and complete milling and resurfacing 
of the corridor. Completion of this phase is currently unknown and is subject to funding and grant availability. 

The Ringling Trail will provide a high quality bicycle facility that will serve as a vital connection between the 
Legacy Trail and the Bayfront. The trail is forward thinking and aligns with the City’s Long-Range Planning 
goals as well as the community’s vision. The end result will transform Ringling Boulevard, will provide safe 
and effective options for all modes of travel, and will connect downtown Sarasota to a burgeoning regional 
trail network.

The Ringling Trail reflects a vision of Sarasota’s future where more than just the bravest bicyclists choose 
to ride. Sarasotans, young and old, shoud feel comfortable enough to commute, commune, exercise or 
recreate on their streets. To realize this vision we must first meet their needs: the need to be safe & feel 
safe, the need to reach a destination conveniently & comfortably, and (most importantly) the need to enjoy 
themselves while riding a bicycle. The Ringling Trail, as the first protected bike lane in the region, provides 
for these needs and continues Sarasota’s legacy as a leader in planning and design.
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Executive Summary
The report analyzed the transportation impacts of adding protected bicycle lanes along Ringling
Boulevard.  Historic traffic data from before COVID-19 demonstrates that car traffic on Ringling Boulevard
has decreased over the past five years.  Nonetheless, a positive growth rate of 1% was assumed to
examine a hypothetical scenario of growth in car traffic.  The analysis also demonstrates that Ringling
Boulevard serves as a highly local roadway with few trips originating from outside of two miles of the
corridor.

The report finds that even with the hypothetical growth rate there would be sufficient additional capacity
on Ringling Boulevard for car traffic.  Vehicles would continue to move acceptably through the year 2040
and beyond.  Each segment of Ringling Boulevard from Pine Place to Lime Avenue and each intersection
analyzed would continue to operate at or above the City’s adopted level-of-service (LOS).  In addition, the
overall level-of-service would generally be maintained for the roadway through the year 2040.

Some approaches at particular intersections would need monitoring over time to ensure the network
would continue to function smoothly.  These approaches would be the following turn movements:

· The right turn from Ringling Boulevard onto southbound School Avenue
· The right turn from Ringling Boulevard onto northbound US 301
· The right turn from School Avenue onto eastbound Ringling Boulevard
· The right turn from Osprey Avenue onto eastbound Ringling Boulevard

Overall, the report finds, even with hypothetical positive growth in car traffic, that adding the protected
bicycle lanes to Ringling Boulevard would maintain an acceptable traffic flow of automobiles for at least
the next two decades.  Bicyclists themselves will see a transformational improvement in capacity as well
as a significant improvement in safety.
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Introduction
This report documents the traffic impacts from the proposed Ringling Trail in the City of Sarasota. The
concept design includes a lane repurposing for a portion of Ringling Avenue from Pine Place to Lime
Avenue.  This included the decrease of the total roadway vehicular lanes from 4-lanes to 2-lanes with a
protected bicycle lane.

The purpose of the traffic analysis is to study the existing traffic conditions and the proposed lane
repurposing design. Traffic conditions were analyzed for the study roadway segments and the signalized
study area intersections along Ringling Boulevard.  The project limits for the traffic analysis are shown in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1: PROJECT LOCATION MAP
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Roadway Section
Ringling Boulevard is a local roadway which provides an east to west connection from Tuttle Avenue to
Bayfront Drive (US 41).  Ringling Boulevard is currently a 2-lane divided roadway at the intersection of
Bayfront Drive & Ringling Boulevard which then widens to a 4-lane cross section at the intersection of
Ringling Boulevard & Pine Place.  The roadway currently has a posted speed limit of 30 miles-per-hour
west of Washington Boulevard (US 301) and a posted speed limit of 25 miles-per-hour east of
Washington Boulevard.

The traffic analysis focused primarily on the impacts to the Ringling Trail from Pine Place to Lime Avenue
(where the roadway is currently a four-lane section).  The roadway is proposed to be repurposed to a two-
lane section with a protected bicycle lane along each side.

Data Collection
Weekday AM and PM peak hour volume data (7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM) was
collected using the Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) data on Tuesday, March 12, 2019 to
Thursday, March 14, 2019 for the following study intersections:

· Ringling Boulevard & Pine Place
· Ringling Boulevard & East Avenue
· Ringling Boulevard & School Avenue
· Ringling Boulevard & Lime Street
· Ringling Boulevard & Shade Avenue

As the ATMS data system provides traffic volumes per lane, additional information was used to
supplement the data to provide the turning movement counts.  Due to the current impacts of COVID, new
traffic turning movement counts were not collected.  Instead, Street Light traffic data was utilized to
determine the traffic origin and destinations for each movement at the study intersections.

Street Light traffic data was also utilized for the traffic volume at the following study intersection:
· Ringling Boulevard & Osprey Avenue

As FDOT maintains US 301, the intersection traffic volume for the intersection of Ringling Boulevard & US
301 was derived using available FDOT data to determine the peak hour volumes.   Additionally, a
previous turning movement count at the intersection of Ringling Boulevard & School Avenue and Ringling
Boulevard & Shade Avenue was utilized and is provided in Appendix A.

The traffic count data was adjusted to local peak season weekday conditions using a peak season factor
provided by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 2018 peak season factor category report.
FDOT’s 2018 peak season factor category report is included in Appendix B. The 2018 peak season AM
and PM peak hour turning movement volumes were then adjusted to year 2020 by using a 1.0% growth
rate. A negative background growth rate was calculated using five years of historical traffic data.
However, to provide a conservative analysis, the existing peak-season volumes were increased by a
1.0% annual growth rate to reflect year 2020 traffic volumes.

The existing peak season AM and PM peak hour turning movement volumes for the study intersections
along Ringling Boulevard are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The analysis includes projected future
traffic volumes for 2040. The AM and PM peak-hour turning movement volumes for the study
intersections along Ringling Boulevard for 2040 future conditions are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
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Origin/Destination Analysis
Origins and destinations were collected to understand existing travel patterns along the Ringling Trail.
The analysis utilized Street Light data (which is collected based upon Bluetooth data) to evaluate the
census block groups within 1.5 miles of Ringling Boulevard. The data is summarized for both vehicle and
bicycle trips in the area. Figure 6 indicates the top origin/destination zones for vehicles within the area.

The origin/destination analysis indicates a majority of the trips on the corridor are local trips which are
concentrated in the adjacent zones of the corridor (indicated on the map as Zone 1, Zone 8, and Zone
11). The data indicated the three adjacent zones to the study area were the top origins and top
destinations using Ringling Boulevard in the area.

FIGURE 6: VEHICLE ORIGIN/DESTINATION ZONES

The origin/destination analysis was also performed for the bicycle trips.  The data indicates a majority of
the trips occur along the corridor and in the zones directly north of the corridor.   The protected bicycle
lanes will provide enhanced facilities for the current users as well as provide connectivity to the Legacy
Trail extension.
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FIGURE 7: BICYCLE ORIGIN/DESTINATION ZONES
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LANE REPURPOSING
The concept design includes a lane repurposing for a portion of Ringling Boulevard from Pine Place to
Shade Avenue.  This included the decrease of the total amount of lanes from 4-lanes to 2-lanes with a
protected bicycle lane. Analysis of traffic conditions were conducted with a generalized roadway segment
analysis and intersection analysis to determine anticipated project impacts.

Daily Traffic Analysis
The annual average daily traffic volumes were also reviewed along Ringling Boulevard at three locations
along the corridor.  The daily service volume was calculated based upon the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) Quality/Level of Service (QLOS) Tables. The existing (2020) volumes are
summarized in Table 1 and indicate the highest segment of the study area along Ringling Boulevard is
from US 301 to Shade Avenue.  The daily traffic volumes indicate the current four lane section is utilizing
approximately 30% of the maximum available capacity.

TABLE 1: EXISTING DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES

1. Source FDOT Traffic Online

The proposed lane repurposing was analyzed for existing traffic volumes.  The analysis is summarized in
Table 2 and indicates that Ringling Boulevard is anticipated to operate acceptably as a two-lane roadway.
The daily traffic volumes indicate the proposed two-lane section would utilize approximately 55% of the
available capacity.

TABLE 2: EXISTING DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES (LANE REPURPOSING)

1. Source FDOT Traffic Online

Ringling Boulevard
Annual

Average Daily
Traffic

Volumes1

Four-Lane
Service

Volume (LOS E)

Volume to
Capacity

Ratio

Available
Capacity

(%)

Existing
LOS

Da
ily

Tr
af

fic
Vo

lu
m

es

Pine Place to
Osprey Avenue 7,200 30,420 0.24 76% C

Osprey Avenue
to US 301 7,700 30,420 0.25 75% C

US 301 to
Shade Avenue 7,900 30,420 0.26 74% C

Ringling Boulevard
Annual Average

Daily Traffic
Volumes1

Two-Lane
Service

Volume (LOS E)

Volume to
Capacity

Ratio

Available
Capacity

(%)

Existing
LOS

Da
ily

Tr
af

fic
Vo

lu
m

es

Pine Place to
Osprey Avenue 7,200 14,742 0.49 51% D

Osprey Avenue
to US 301 7,700 14,742 0.52 48% D

US 301 to
Shade Avenue 7,900 14,742 0.54 46% D
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The proposed lane repurposing was also analyzed for future 2040 traffic volumes.  A negative
background growth rate was calculated using five years of historical traffic data. However, as discussed
with the City and to provide a conservative analysis, the existing peak-season volumes were increased by
a 1.0% annual growth rate to reflect year 2040 traffic volumes.  The volumes are summarized in Table 3
and indicate that Ringling Boulevard is anticipated to operate acceptably as a two-lane roadway in 2040.
The daily traffic volumes indicate the proposed two-lane section would utilize approximately 70% of the
available capacity.

TABLE 3: 2040 DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES (LANE REPURPOSING)

1. Source FDOT Traffic Online

Ringling Boulevard
Annual Average

Daily Traffic
Volumes1

Two-Lane
Service

Volume (LOS E)

Volume to
Capacity

ratio

Available
Capacity

(%)
LOS

Da
ily

Tr
af

fic
Vo

lu
m

es

Orange Avenue
to Osprey
Avenue

8,962 14,742 0.61 39% D

Osprey Avenue
to US 301 9,584 14,742 0.65 35% D

US 301 to
Shade Avenue 9,833 14,742 0.67 33% D
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Intersection Analysis
To further assess the transportation impacts of the lane repurposing design, Synchro (v10) software was
used to determine AM and PM peak-hour operational conditions for the study area intersections. A
summary of intersection level of service (LOS) and maximum volume to capacity (v/c) ratios by approach
for the AM and PM peak-hour conditions is provided in Table 4 and Table 5.

Under existing (2020) AM and PM peak-hour conditions, the signalized study area intersections currently
operate with the volume to capacity ratios for all movements of less than 1.0 with Ringling Boulevard as a
four-lane facility.

The analysis includes a future no-build scenario which shows the anticipated traffic impact in 2040 with
the existing roadway (four-lane facility) and the future build scenario with the protected bicycle lanes and
two-lane facility. For both scenarios the intersection analysis indicated the study area intersections are all
anticipated to operate with acceptable v/c ratios for all movements (defined as less than 1.0).

During the PM peak hour period, in the future build scenarios, the intersection of Ringling Boulevard &
School Avenue is anticipated to operate with a v/c ratio greater than 1.0 for the eastbound approach.
Therefore, it is recommended to include an eastbound right-turn movement at the intersection to reduce
the delay.  It is also recommended to implement signal retiming at this intersection to provide additional
green time to the northbound movement.  The Synchro outputs are contained in Appendix C.
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TABLE 4: AM PEAK-HOUR INTERSECTION ANALYSIS

AM PEAK HOUR
EXISTING V/C RATIO

{FUTURE NO BUILD V/C RATIO}
[FUTURE BIKEWAY V/C RATIO]

Eastbound Westbound Northbound Southbound Intersection
LOSEBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR

In
te

rs
ec

tio
n

An
al

ys
is

Ringling Blvd &
Pine Pl

0.04
{0.47}
[0.47]

0.08
{0.10}
[0.20]

0.09
{0.11}
[0.11]

0.11
{0.14}
[0.27]

0.06
{0.07}
[0.07]

0.52
{0.59}
[0.59]

---
A

{A}
[A]

Ringling Blvd &
Osprey Ave

0.01
{0.02}
[0.02]

0.06
{0.07}
[0.17]

0.03
{0.04}
[0.17]

0.04
{0.05}
[0.05]

0.14
{0.18}
[0.37]

0.03
{0.03}
[0.37]

0.10
{0.13}
[0.13]

0.45
{0.54}
[0.54]

0.06
{0.09}
[0.09]

0.30
{0.37}
[0.37]

B
{B}
[B]

Ringling Blvd &
US 301

0.60
{0.73}
[0.78]

0.58
{0.64}
[0.83]

0.47
{0.54}
[0.59]

0.83
{0.86}

[0.95] 1

0.27
{0.48}
[0.57]

0.53
{0.68}
[0.75]

0.24
{0.40}
[0.47]

0.61
{0.78}
[0.86]

C
{D}
[D]

Ringling Blvd &
East Ave

0.13
{0.17}
[0.30]

0.28
{0.36}
[0.66]

0.29
{0.34}
[0.34]

0.31
{0.32}
[0.32]

0.29
{0.34}
[0.34]

0.31
{0.32}
[0.32]

A
{A}
[A]

Ringling Blvd &
School Ave

0.20
{0.27}
[0.64]

0.47
{0.64}

--

0.63
{0.86}
[0.94]

0.37
{0.45}
[0.86]

0.22
{0.27}
[0.27]

---
0.23

{0.28}
[0.28]

---
B

{C}
[C]

Ringling Blvd &
Lime Ave

0.61
{0.66}
[0.82]

0.11
{0.13}
[0.13]

0.43
{0.43}
[0.43]

0.48
{0.59}
[0.62]

0.01
{0.02}
[0.02]

0.01
{0.01}
[0.01]

0.06
{0.07}
[0.07]

0.34
{0.41}
[0.41]

B
{C}
[C]

1. Westbound right-turn lane included in analysis
2. Eastbound right-turn lane included in analysis. Without eastbound right-turn lane included in analysis, v/c ratio = 1.03
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TABLE 5: PM PEAK-HOUR INTERSECTION ANALYSIS

1. Westbound right-turn lane included in analysis
2. Eastbound right-turn lane included in analysis

PM PEAK HOUR
EXISTING V/C RATIO

{FUTURE NO BUILD V/C RATIO}
[FUTURE BIKEWAY V/C RATIO]

Eastbound Westbound Northbound Southbound Intersection
LOSEBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR

In
te

rs
ec

tio
n

An
al

ys
is

Ringling Blvd
& Pine Pl

0.63
{0.71}
[0.71]

0.17
{0.21}
[0.42]

0.04
{0.05}
[0.06]

0.13
{0.16}
[0.30]

0.03
{0.04]
[0.04]

0.80
{0.82}
[0.82]

---
B

{B}
[B]

Ringling Blvd
& Osprey Ave

0.04
{0.05}
[0.06]

0.21
{0.21}
[0.45]

0.06
{0.08}
[0.09]

0.07
{0.09}
[0.09]

0.12
{0.15}
[0.32]

0.03
{0.03}
[0.32]

0.12
{0.16}
[0.16]

0.79
{0.96}
[0.96]

0.13
{0.23}
[0.23]

0.41
{0.50}
[0.50]

C
{C}
[C]

Ringling Blvd
& US 301

0.47
{0.53}
[0.44]

0.76
{0.78}
[0.95]

0.59
{0.65}
[0.74]

0.84
{0.87}
[0.76]1

0.19
{0.36}
[0.44]

0.54
{0.70}
[0.79]

0.34
{0.54}
[0.63]

0.59
{0.76}
[0.84]

C
{D}
[D]

Ringling Blvd
& East Ave

0.16
{0.21}
[0.39]

0.17
{0.21}
[0.41]

0.09
{0.11}
[0.11]

0.59
{0.60}
[0.60]

0.42
{0.47}
[0.47]

0.20
{0.21}
[0.21]

B
{B}
[B]

Ringling Blvd
& School Ave

0.48
{0.61}
[0.95]2

0.48
{0.61}
[0.25]

0.24
{0.35}
[0.40]

0.13
{0.16}
[0.31]

0.38
{0.47}
[0.42]

--
0.72

{0.96}
[0.96]

---
B

{B}
[D]

Ringling Blvd
& Lime Ave

0.78
{0.82}
[0.39]

0.48
{0.46}
[0.54]

0.41
{0.41}
[0.23]

0.21
{0.27}
[0.23]

0.02
{0.03}
[0.03]

0.02
{0.02}
[0.02]

0.15
{0.18}
[0.17]

0.34
{0.42}
[0.68]

B
{B}
[C]
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Peak Hour Roadway Analysis
A peak hour roadway analysis was performed along Ringling Boulevard to document the existing
conditions and the proposed lane repurposing.  The service volume was calculated based upon the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Quality/Level of Service (QLOS) Tables.  An analysis of the
lane repurposing was performed for both AM and PM peak-hour periods.

Based upon the existing traffic data, a generalized roadway analysis was performed for the peak-hour
periods.  As indicated in Table 6 and Table 7, the corridor currently operates acceptably (below the
service volume) and is anticipated to continue to operate acceptably with the lane repurposing.

TABLE 6: PEAK-HOUR ROADWAY ANALYSIS EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY

TABLE 7: PM PEAK-HOUR ROADWAY ANALYSIS FUTURE CONDITIONS SUMMARY

Scenario Roadway From To

Peak Hour Two-Way
Service Volume

2020 Traffic
Volumes LOS

Lanes LOS
Standard

Service
Volume

AM
Peak-
Hour

Volume

PM
Peak-
Hour

Volume

AM PM

Existing
Conditions

Ringling
Boulevard Pine Place US 301 4 E 2,736 676 661 C C

Ringling
Boulevard US 301 School Avenue 4 E 2,736 959 1,007 C C

Ringling
Boulevard School Avenue  Shade Avenue 4 E 2,736 1,052 1,132 C C

Lane
Repurposing

Ringling
Boulevard Pine Place US 301 2 E 1,333 676 661 D D

Ringling
Boulevard US 301 School Avenue 2 E 1,333 959 1,007 D D

Ringling
Boulevard School Avenue  Shade Avenue 2 E 1,333 1,052 1,132 D D

Scenario Roadway From To

Peak Hour Two-Way
Service Volume

2040 Traffic
Volumes LOS

Lanes LOS
Standard

Service
Volume

AM
Peak-
Hour

Volume

PM
Peak-
Hour

Volume

AM PM

Existing
Conditions

Ringling
Boulevard Pine Place US 301 4 E 2,736 824 857 C C

Ringling
Boulevard US 301 School Avenue 4 E 2,736 1,170 1,257 C D

Ringling
Boulevard School Avenue  Shade Avenue 4 E 2,736 1,285 1,303 D D

Lane
Repurposing

Ringling
Boulevard Pine Place US 301 2 E 1,333 824 857 D D

Ringling
Boulevard US 301 School Avenue 2 E 1,333 1,170 1,257 D E

Ringling
Boulevard School Avenue  Shade Avenue 2 E 1,333 1,285 1,303 E E
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Turn Lane Analysis
A turn lane analysis was performed at the study area intersections to determine the required turn lane
lengths.  The turn lane lengths are based upon the future 2040 volumes.  The queue length was
calculated from Synchro 95th percentile queue and the deceleration/taper length was determined based
upon the FDOT Design Manual.  The required deceleration/taper distance for Ringling Boulevard was
determined to be 145 feet. The analysis is summarized in Table 8 and Table 9.

Based upon the analysis, the westbound right-turn lane at Ringling Boulevard & US 301 is recommended
to be 170 feet including deceleration/taper length.

TABLE 8: TURN LANE ANALYSIS (AM PEAK HOUR)

*No extension recommended due to the existing location of mid-block crossing
**Turn lane length limited due to existing railroad tracks

Movement
Deceleration

+ Taper
(ft)

Queue
Length

(ft)

Total Turn
Length

(ft)

Existing Turn
Lane
(ft)

Extension
(ft)

Fu
tu

re
Ye

ar
(2

04
0)

Re
co

m
m

en
de

d
Tu

rn
La

ne
Le

ng
th

(ft
)

Ringling
Boulevard &
Pine Place

EBL 145 72 217 220 --

WBL 145 23 168 190 --

WBR 145 19 164 170 --
Ringling
Boulevard &
Osprey
Avenue

EBL 145 13 158 170 --

WBL 145 29 174 190 --

Ringling
Boulevard &
US 301

EBL 145 185 330 330 --

WBL 145 158 303 280 --*

WBR 145 25 145 0 170
Ringling
Boulevard &
School
Avenue

WBL 145 292 437 175 --**

Ringling
Boulevard &
Lime Avenue

EBL 145 115 260 175 85

WBL 145 15 160 140 25
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TABLE 9: TURN LANE ANALYSIS (PM PEAK HOUR)

*No extension recommended due to the existing location of mid-block crossing
**Turn lane length limited due to existing railroad tracks

Movement
Deceleration

+ Taper
(ft)

Queue
Length

(ft)

Total Turn
Length

(ft)

Existing
Turn Lane

(ft)

Extension
(ft)

Fu
tu

re
Ye

ar
(2

04
0)

Re
co

m
m

en
de

d
Tu

rn
La

ne
Le

ng
th

(ft
)

Ringling
Boulevard &
Pine Place

EBL 145 90 235 230 --
WBL 145 9 154 190 --
WBR 145 0 145 170 --

Ringling
Boulevard &
Osprey
Avenue

EBL 145 17 162 170 --

WBL 145 43 188 190 --

Ringling
Boulevard &
US 301

EBL 145 116 261 330 --

WBL 145 197 342 280 --*

WBR 145 16 161 0 170
Ringling
Boulevard &
School
Avenue

WBL 145 121 266 175 --**

Ringling
Boulevard &
Lime Avenue

EBL 145 59 204 175 30

WBL 145 18 163 140 25
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CONCLUSION
This transportation analysis was conducted to assess the anticipated vehicular impact to Ringling Boulevard
from Pine Place to Shade Avenue in the City of Sarasota as a result of the proposed bikeway improvements.
As detailed in the analysis, which assumed a hypothetical positive growth rate over twenty years, even with
the proposed lane repurposing, there is anticipated to be adequate vehicular capacity along Ringling
Boulevard with vehicle level of service (LOS) at or above the City’s adopted level of service (LOS).

Some approaches at particular intersections would need monitoring over time to ensure the network would
continue to function smoothly.  These approaches would be the following turn movements:

· The right turn from Ringling Boulevard onto southbound School Avenue
· The right turn from Ringling Boulevard onto northbound US 301
· The right turn from School Avenue onto eastbound Ringling Boulevard
· The right turn from Osprey Avenue onto eastbound Ringling Boulevard

The lane repurposing will allow for reconfiguration of the existing right of way to significantly improve the
multi-modal options along the corridor through the addition of the protected bicycle lanes.
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Downtown Sarasota Condominium Association 
P.O. Box 3136 

Sarasota, FL 34230 

DATE:		January	9,	2021	

TO:	Mayor	Hagen	Brody,	Vice	Mayor	Eric	Arroyo,	Commissioners	Jen	Ahearn-Koch,	Liz	
Alpert	and	Kylie	Battie	

CC:	Director	of	Planning	Steven	Cover,	Transportation	Planner	Colleen	McGue	and	Deputy	
City	Engineer	Dan	Ohrenstein	

FROM:		Eileen	Normile,	President,	Downtown	Sarasota	Condo	Assoc.	
															Roger	Barry,	Chair	of	DSCA	Transportation	Committee	

RE:		Ringling	Bicycle	Trail	

The Board of Directors of the Downtown Sarasota Condominium Association (DSCA) has 
enthusiastically endorsed the construction of the Ringling Bicycle Trail from the Legacy Trail to 
Pineapple Avenue in downtown Sarasota.  Thousands of people are currently using the Legacy 
Trail and with its completion to Fruitville Road significant additional numbers of people will 
have access to the trail.  

We endorse the construction of the Ringling Trail because: 

Many downtown condominium residents have bicycles and seek a safe place to ride.  The 
Ringling Bicycle Trail would provide easy and safe access to the Legacy Trail. 

The bicyclist using the Legacy Trail would find downtown Sarasota as a safe and interesting 
destination enhancing downtown businesses. 

The Ringling Bicycle Trail would help connect the Legacy Trail to the Bay Front and to the 
MURT which leads to St. Armand’s and the barrier Islands.  

A safe downtown bicycling trail will encourage the use of bicycles for citizen health and 
recreation in addition to reducing the number of vehicles on the road.  The major complaint 
about not using our bicycles is there are few places bicyclists feel safe.  A safe connection from 
downtown to the Legacy Trail will enthusiastically be received. 
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Downtown Sarasota Condominium Association 
P.O. Box 3136 

Sarasota, FL 34230 

	
	
	
Thank	you	for	your	consideration. 
 
 
	

	
Best	regards,	
	

Eileen Normile       Roger Barry    
Eileen	Normile	 	 	 	 	 	 Roger	Barry	
President		 	 	 	 	 	 	 Chair	
DSCA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSCA	Transportation	Committee	
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 
THE DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 

October 29, 2020 
 

PRESENT:  Chair Wayne Ruben, Vice Chair Ernest Ritz, Eileen Hampshire, Ron Soto and 
Operations Manager John Moran. 
 
ABSENT:  Mark Kauffman. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Motion made by Ron Soto to approve the minutes of September 1 and October 6.  Motion 
seconded by Eileen Hampshire.  Voting for the motion were Wayne Ruben, Ron Soto and Eileen 
Hampshire.  Voting against the motion was Ernest Ritz.  Motion approved 3 to 1. 
 
BOARD ACTIONS 
Motion made by Ron Soto to pay for the cost and installation of No Parking signs required by 
the city’s Parking Department for Farmers Market events.  Motion seconded by Ernest Ritz.  
Motion approved 4 to 0. 
 
Motion made by Ron Soto to approve the quote from Plant Parents for W.A.N.E. tree support 
system maintenance in the amount of $3,504.  Motion seconded by Ernest Ritz.  Motion 
approved 4 to 0. 
 
Motion by Ernest Ritz to grant Downtown SRQ Enrichment, Inc. $5,000 for additional holiday 
décor.  Motion seconded by Eileen Hampshire.  Motion approved 4 to 0. 
 
Motion by Ron Soto to send a letter to City Commissioners to endorse the construction of the 
Ringling Trail, a new project to connect the Legacy Trail Extension to Downtown and the 
surrounding neighborhoods.  Motion seconded by Ernest Ritz.  Motion approved 4 to 0.  
 
ITEMS FOR NEXT BOARD MEETING AGENDA – December 1, 2020 
Farmers Market Financial Assistance 
Quote – N. Palm Avenue Light Pole Receptacles Electrical Service 
 
ADJOURN – 11:40 a.m. 
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From: Nancy Kelly
To: Daniel Ohrenstein
Cc: Colleen McGue
Subject: FW: LPNA Board
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 2:09:50 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

image002.jpg

FYI

From: marcari@srqmortgages.com <marcari@srqmortgages.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2020 2:08 PM
To: Nancy Kelly <Nancy.Kelly@sarasotaFL.gov>
Cc: Laurie Hall (laurelkhall@gmail.com) <laurelkhall@gmail.com>
Subject: LPNA Board

The Laurel Park Neighborhood Association Board has voted to endorse the construction of the
Ringling Trail, a new project to connect the Legacy Trail to downtown Sarasota and the surrounding
neighborhoods.

Yours truly,
Matthew J. Arcari
VP Branch Manager-Retail Division
SRQ Branch Northpointe Bank
1800 Second Street, Ste. 855
Sarasota, FL 34236
941.780.0429 Direct
888.780.0429 Fax
NMLS – 244710

SECURE LINK TO SEND DOCUMENTS: https://www.northpointe.com/sft/?
rec=kyle.monsen
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Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released
in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing. E-mail messages sent or received by City of Sarasota officials and
employees in connection with official City business are public records subject to disclosure under the
Florida Public Records Act.
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From: Carla Martin
To: Daniel Ohrenstein; Roger Normond Roger; qSteve; Louis Kosiba
Subject: Fwd: Ringling Trail Survey
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:14:59 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Dan,

You did a great job with this video!! 

Thanks so much for working to make downtown Sarasota safer for cyclists via protected -- and maybe
even BEAUTIFUL -- bike paths.

We have posted this info on our social media and website and really encouraged everyone to take your
survey.

MANY THANKS for letting us be part of your team at this exciting time!!

Carla Martin
Director Social Media
Friends of The Legacy Trail

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Roger Normand <rlnormand@me.com>
Date: Tue, Oct 13, 2020 at 10:12 PM
Subject: Fwd: Ringling Trail Survey
To: Travis Barrows <travis.barrows117@gmail.com>, Megan Eidel <meidel@scgov.net>,
Carla Martin <carlasrq@gmail.com>, Darryl Lang <alexislang233@gmail.com>, Joan
Attenberg <jattenberg@gmail.com>, Rita Miotti <rjmiotti@comcast.net>, Steve Martin
<stephensrq@gmail.com>, Michelle Stanley <stanleymichelle2@gmail.com>, Jon Robinson
<jmrobinson@hotmail.com>, Louis Kosiba <lckosiba@aol.com>, Bruce Dillon
<bkdillon@gmail.com>, Janine Jacobs <janjvt@gmail.com>, Sharon Donovan
<sadonovan@igc.org>
Cc: Leon Thibeaut <lthibeaut@gmail.com>

Fellow board members, with action by Carla, Joan, Steve, Sharon:

Below email is from Dan O, city of Sarasota engineer.  He also often commutes to work on his
bike.

Roger

For posting on our web site, social media, newsletter:

Help extend the reach of the Legacy Trail Extension into the Sarasota downtown core.

With construction underway to extend the Legacy Trail to Payne Park, here’s more exciting
safe cycling news: the city of Sarasota is seeking input to convert two of four traffic lanes
along Ringling Blvd into protected bike lanes to facilitate safe transit from the Legacy Trail
extension to downtown shops, offices, homes, parks and the bay front.  

Click here Dan Ohrenstein, assistant city engineer video discussing the plan. 
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Click here for additional city planning documents.

Most importantly, click here to take a user survey on the proposal

Let’s give the city resounding support for their forward thinking proposal!

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Daniel Ohrenstein <Daniel.Ohrenstein@sarasotafl.gov>
Date: October 13, 2020 at 3:04:17 PM EDT
To: Roger Normand <rlnormand@me.com>
Cc: Megan Lui <Megan.Lui@sarasotafl.gov>
Subject: RE: Ringling Trail Survey



Roger,

 

Good afternoon.  Thanks for the compliment and for forwarding along the
survey!  Always thought radio would be fun.  Could broadcast some classical
cycling music for a show called “Multi-Ode-al.”

 

Anyhow, sounds like an interesting solution for the Pinellas Trail.  There’s a
concept called “Advisory Bike Lanes” that would be appropriate on low-volume
roads that we’re looking to try out somewhere in town.  Protected bike lanes first,
though.

 

In terms of construction, the County is making good progress on the Legacy
Trail.  We hope to have an initial phase of the Ringling Trail constructed in time
for the completion of the LTE.

 

Cheers,

 

Daniel Ohrenstein, PE, LEED AP BD+C
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Assistant City Engineer

City of Sarasota Public Works Department

Engineering Division

1565 1St Street Sarasota, FL 34236

Phone: 941-263-6520 l Fax: 941-263-6372

Email: Daniel.Ohrenstein@sarasotafl.gov

 

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail
address released in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing. E-mail messages sent or
received by City of Sarasota officials and employees in connection with official City
business are public records subject to disclosure under the Florida Public Records Act.

 

From: Roger Normand <rlnormand@me.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 1:29 PM
To: Daniel Ohrenstein <Daniel.Ohrenstein@sarasotaFL.gov>
Cc: Megan Lui <Megan.Lui@sarasotaFL.gov>
Subject: Re: Ringling Trail Survey

 

Caution: This email originated from outside the City's email system. Be
Suspicious of Attachments, Links and Requests for Login Information. Verify
requester via phone call before exchanging sensitive information. Think B4U
Click!

Hi Dan. Great to hear from you, especially about this exciting news!  A link to the
LT extension, bringing safe cycling/walking for visitors, residents to the city core
for amenities and commuters to jobs would be a huge step forward towards a
more sustainable future.  I especially like the concept of protected bike lanes. 
Thank you for all the hard work you guys have done on this Sarasota In Motion
plan. I’ve ridden the length of the Pinellas Trail and was impressed that St. Pete
had converted a road near the waterfront into one a one way street, using the freed
lane for a protected bike lane as part of the trail.  The bike lane even had its own
signage and traffic control devices.

 

Very nice video....another potential alternative career opportunity? 
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We will post this on the FLT web site our social media to solicit survey feedback.

 

We’ve been in Maine for the summer, heading back to Sarasota later this month. 
I’m anxious to see actual construction started on segment 2 of the LT extension.  

 

RogerNormand

Vice President, Friends of the Legacy Trail

Sent from my iPad

On Oct 7, 2020, at 2:27 PM, Daniel Ohrenstein
<Daniel.Ohrenstein@sarasotafl.gov> wrote:



Roger,

 

Good afternoon.  Hope you are doing well.  The City is moving
forward with plans to reconfigure Ringling Blvd. into a bike-friendly
corridor.  The impetus for this plan is the City’s Commission-adopted
Multimodal Connections Plan, which calls for Ringling Blvd. to be
made into a Complete Street. 

 

The plan for Ringling Blvd. is to use the outside lanes to create
protected bicycle lanes that will guide folks safely from the Legacy
Trail Extension over to Paul Thorpe Park.  From here, it’s easy to go
up to Main St. or over to Bayfront Park.  The Ringling Trail will most
likely be developed in phases as funding becomes available.  The
goal is also to help complete the Gulf Coast Trail to bike out to the
barrier islands. 

 

The first step is to get public feedback via an online survey.  I would
appreciate it greatly if you could relay this link to the membership of
Friends of the Legacy Trail so we could get your input on the
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concept.  If you have any questions, please let me know.  Would be
happy to do a phone call as well.

 

Introductory Video and Project Documents:

https://www.sarasotafl.gov/government/planning/transportation-
planning

 

Online Survey:

https://ringlingtrailsurvey.metroquest.com/

 

Thank you!

 

Best regards,

 

Daniel Ohrenstein, PE, LEED AP BD+C

Assistant City Engineer

City of Sarasota Public Works Department

Engineering Division

1565 1St Street Sarasota, FL 34236

Phone: 941-263-6520 l Fax: 941-263-6372

Email: Daniel.Ohrenstein@sarasotafl.gov

 

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want
your e-mail address released in response to a public-records request, do not
send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in
writing. E-mail messages sent or received by City of Sarasota officials and
employees in connection with official City business are public records subject
to disclosure under the Florida Public Records Act.
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Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want
your e-mail address released in response to a public-records request, do not
send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in
writing. E-mail messages sent or received by City of Sarasota officials and
employees in connection with official City business are public records subject
to disclosure under the Florida Public Records Act.

Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail
address released in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing. E-mail messages sent or
received by City of Sarasota officials and employees in connection with official City
business are public records subject to disclosure under the Florida Public Records Act.
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From: Marlon Brown
To: Daniel Ohrenstein
Cc: Steven Cover; Alexandrea DavisShaw; Ryan Chapdelain; Colleen McGue; Megan Lui; Nancy Kelly
Subject: FW: [SUSPECTED SPAM] Please do not Redesign Ringling Boulevard
Date: Thursday, November 5, 2020 1:21:28 PM

FYI

From: Katherine <katr1106@aol.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 11:53 AM
To: Hagen Brody <Hagen.Brody@sarasotaFL.gov>; Jen Ahearn-Koch <Jen.Ahearn-
Koch@sarasotaFL.gov>; Liz Alpert <Liz.Alpert@sarasotaFL.gov>; Marlon Brown
<Marlon.Brown@sarasotaFL.gov>; Shelli FreelandEddie <Shelli.FreelandEddie@sarasotaFL.gov>;
Thomas Barwin <Thomas.Barwin@sarasotaFL.gov>; Willie Shaw <Willie.Shaw@sarasotaFL.gov>
Subject: [SUSPECTED SPAM] Please do not Redesign Ringling Boulevard

Caution: This email originated from outside the City's email system. Be Suspicious of
Attachments, Links and Requests for Login Information. Verify requester via phone call
before exchanging sensitive information. Think B4U Click!

Dear Mayor and Commissioners,
in light of the article that quotes
“The Ringling Trail will create continuous, safe, protected bicycle lanes heading
both east and west on Ringling from Pineapple Avenue all the way to Lime
Avenue,” Barwin explained. Creating that corridor “would help connect our
neighborhoods and our vibrant downtown with the Legacy Trail Extension,” he
pointed out.

I would like to point out that the connector for the Legacy Trail is being
completed from Payne Park across Oak St and Brother Geenan Way.  
we do not need to add Bike Lanes to Ringling Blvd.  This road is a main traffic
artery in our city.  It needs to remain 2 lanes.  We cannot sacrifice space to the
occasional biker when we have continuous Car Traffic on this stretch of road.
Making room for bikes when the real need is to move cars is not going to help. 
More Bike lanes don't mean more Bikes - folks will never regularly bike to work
in Sarasota.  too hot, too rainy, or they are too old or going to make too many
stops.  This is a past-time for most people, not a real form of Transportation.

If you don't drive Ringling Blvd at rush hour every day like so many of us do,
you are invited to experience the daily commute.  it works fine as it is.  any
attempt to narrow this road to single lanes is going to make problems were
none currently exist, all for a biker who may or may not make the trip that day.
??

We have so many other road issues in this town, not to mention budget
problems. why are we wasting time and energy on this?  The Legacy Trail that
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will connect through Payne Park seems to be enough effort for the "alternative"
traffic.  I hope we can keep our Ringling Blvd out of the cost column to the city.
Finish up the Legacy Trail before cutting into Ringling Blvd is considered, please.
 
thank you for your time and attention.
 
Katherine Orenic
Sarasota 1986
 

Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released
in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing. E-mail messages sent or received by City of Sarasota officials and
employees in connection with official City business are public records subject to disclosure under the
Florida Public Records Act.
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From: Paul Williams
To: Daniel Ohrenstein
Subject: Bike Lane Survey - Ringling
Date: Friday, October 16, 2020 9:25:15 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Caution: This email originated from outside the City's email system. Be Suspicious of
Attachments, Links and Requests for Login Information. Verify requester via phone call
before exchanging sensitive information. Think B4U Click!

Daniel,

The proposed bike lanes is such a great idea.

I had replied to the email yesterday with feedback, and folks from Downtown Sarasota
connected me with you.

I’m having troubles reading the images of the survey, that indicate which lane is what so we
can vote.

I’m afraid the lack of legibility is going to hurt your survey participation.

I’m a web and graphic designer and was savvy enough to use the zoom features on my
browser, but even the the titles below the lanes are illegible.

I want this to be a great success.

As someone who lived in Amsterdam and moved to our location on Waldemere in Sarasota
specifically so we could bike to the beach, or Trader Joe’s or the Farmer’s Market - the idea of
bike lane priority is amazing!

Thank you!

Paul

Paul Williams | KeeKee’s Big Adventures
Paul@KeeKeesBigAdventures.com
571-344-2581 | KeeKeesBigAdventures.com
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Q_Comment S2_P1_T1_Existing_txt
Final Comments and Thoughts Comment on Existing Conditions East of US 301
That Assistant City Engineer fellow seems to know quite a lot! I 
am glad we have people like him in our Sarasota government. :)

I currently travel by car on this street. The only way I feel 
comfortable traveling on this street.

I am heavily in favor of creating walkable and bike friendly 
streets. Don't do it halfway or its not 
worth doing. A bike lane needs the barrier and separation to 
make cyclist feel safe. 
As a parent with young children, I would never let them bike 
with me unless 
it were a fully buffered bike lane.

Waste of space

Keep up the great work, make this a town we can all be proud 
of.

I ride on it today, can be a bit dicey

Anything to make biking safer and more accessible. I really like 
the idea of
 biking next to planters that protect you from vehicles. pedal 
power!

Dangerous 

Love the idea making the City more bike and pedestrian 
friendly!  THANK YOU!!!

Assuming you mean as a bicyclist or pedestrian.

Happy to see the efforts to make biking in our community safer 
and more comfortable.
 Love the idea of planted dividers with trees! 

This is not safe for cyclists

Sarasota would join other like minded and forward thinking 
cities with more biking options.

Rode my bike down Ringling from Payne Park to Pineapple 
yesterday...had to use the sidewalk and there were quite a 
few pedestrians annoyed with me

You cannot slow the traffic for bikers, and I am one of them I travel on this street now with my bike as I do not trust 
traffic on Fruitville Road.  Ringling is a great corridor to 
Marina Jacks and Ringling Bridge.

Tuttle Road trail feels unsafe; traffic moves too fast for safety 
and cyclists use 
the sidewalk. Develop Shade as an alternative.

I would ride between the parking lane and the car lane if I 
was riding my bicycle on this

I would like to commute via bicycle to downtown if there were 
better trails.

with multiple lanes of car traffic, people speed And make 
lane changes that often cross into a bike lane.  I don’t like 
riding where the speed of cars often exceeds the posted. 
More cars, more room fro bike/car collisions

As long as the current residential neighborhood is NOT 
destroyed in doing so, it would be
 great to see a safe way to walk and or ride my bike to and from 
downtown.

Don’t see a bike lane. 

please make this happen soon! This diagram only represents a few blocks. The biggest 
problem is travel lanes becoming turn lanes with little 
warning.

A giant waste of space now. I don’t see a shoulder on either side of the roadway. Or a 
specific “Bike Lane”

I didn’t understand how I could see everything in this box. You must build bike lanes that are wide enough for people 
to ride on safely. They should be at least 12 ft .wide on each 
side of the road. Now especially with more people than ever 
riding bikes now !!!

Thanks for asking and for the excellent survey. Some of the 
options are very exciting.
 I like barriers make the ride attractive, as well as safe. 

Dangerous

Pleeeeease include COMMUNITY GARDENS.  Many! Where is Ringling boulevard at 6 Lanes wide??
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Ringling Blvd is an excellent candidate for becoming more 'bike-
able'.  I love the idea of 
using simple additions to the roadways (esp. use if parkways, 
anything natural, yet boundary creating).  
some of those posts look like they would be painful!  I oppose 
all of the 
construction looking stuff that looks-  well, ironically dangerous 
for bikers

sidewalks and parked cars are very dangerous for biking.

I love the conceptual diagrams of Ringling Boulevard with the 
separation by landscape from cars.  
Also, a recommendation is when the bike lane enters the stream 
of traffic at the round-a-bouts at Orange, 
Pineapple and Palm, the pavement should be striped green so 
that cars know bicycles are merging.  
This is how the do it in San Francisco which is quite effective.  
Also, painting the diagram of a bike 
along with the green stripes would definitely show motorists 
they need to share the road — or circle in this instance.

No bike lane

connectivity between trails and destinations along ringling is 
critical; the proposed improvements are definitely needed

Let's stop beating around the bush and close Main St.to 
vehicles from 301 to MOUND. THIS BENIFITS EVERYONE.

I would like at access more of the city on my bike, but it is 
unsafe to do so, especially 
crossing 41 near Bahia Vista. My hope is that Shade St will be 
developed to allow safer 
connections to the Legacy trail and downtown access, and then 
out to Lido. Safer trails and 
bike lane will encourage more people to bike and reduce traffic 
in the downtown core- a win:win!

I say “like” because it would be s long ride from my home to 
the shops so chances of my using it would be minimum. 
However,  if is used a nearby parking lot and wanted to bike 
to the shops I would be very in favor of it. 

I’ve noticed that in NYC and other cities they have “bicycle only” 
lights that tell the bicyclist they 
are safe to cross the street.  With a complete street plan, I think 
this is important to take into 
consideration, especially at 301 and RIngling. And finally, what is 
the timing for starting this type of project and will 
additional community input meetings / sessions be held?

Florida has the highest rate of pedestrians and cyclists 
deaths in the country. Riding on a street with this 
configuration would only add to the toll. This is 
unacceptable for cyclists and pedestrians.

lets create a top notch recreational venue I would be on the sidewalk 
Encourage biking. Safety first I live downtown and ride my bike often. I prefer to ride on 

the sidewalk along Ringling. 
I feel the current layout is too dangerous for me to consider 
bicycling on it.

not really a bike lane here?

Can’t read the response to the above question. They are too 
long and get cut off. 

Only useful as a vehicle cut-through.

When I ride on Ringling Blvd, I use the sidewalk, yielding to 
pedestrians. The street just 
feels too dangerous as it is. Thanks for any improvements you 
can make.

There is no car buffer

I would like Ringling Boulevard to be made safer for bikes to the 
Bayfront.

It has sidewalks 

The Legacy trial should seamlessly connect to downtown, then 
on to St. Armands/Lido/Longboat Keys!

Better than Main St
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Have no idea what I just selected for vision statement.  Unable 
to read comment. Rest of survey was really well done. 

This is a fantastic thing--gulfcoast trail!! Please have it be a 
pretty and Safe thing in Sarasota. 
With all the population density being put into downtown 
Sarasota, we must put more emphasis on making this a 
walkable area.  
We live in Florida so can bike & walk 365 days/year. 
Unfortunately, it is not safe to do either. We are high on the list 
for pedestrian & biking accidents and fatalities. This needs to be 
fixed.
You neglected to give an option for an alternative method of 
transportation in downtown Sarasota
 called a street legal golf cart.  If this town truly wants to 
encourage alternate forms of transportation
 it would include this inexpensive for or transportation that 
would eliminate the (2) vehicle home/condo 
and if they really were serious about removing excess vehicles 
from their streets they would actually
 provide designated golf cart parking.  Now that's a novel idea!

Shade Avenue needs a dedicated bike lane so badly. There’s 
many cyclists battling cars for road space. 
It would also serve as a connector between Arlington Park and 
the Legacy Trail and beyond
Bike safety is key priority.  Risks are speeders, elderly drivers 
and distracted drivers using mobile phones
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR WORKING  to make cycling safer -- 
and more beautiful -- in Sarasota!  LOVE YOU!!!!
Overall I think for our weather, the planting of trees would also 
benefit us during heavy rains 
and provide shade when filled in for bikers. Both very important 
for climate change goals
The current median just west of 301 prevents you from turning 
into Courthouse Centre garage. 
Which forces you to backup the left lane to make a very sharp U 
turn. Since the traffic heading west along Ringling is not that 
severe, can you allow for a left-turn 
into that garage? I think it would help relieve the left turn lane 
there.
Get the project done
you are destroying downtown trying to make it bike friendly.  
People on the islands can't get off because of your changes.  
You are endangering everyone who ISN"T a damn biker.
I think Sarasota should consider making parts of Ringling or 
Main Street pedestrian/ bike 
only for Friday and Saturday nights. Would help downtown 
merchants and restaurants 
and make it more of a destination.
Easy access to secure bicycle storage would encourage me to 
bike more downtown. 
There are too many thefts of locked bikes in open areas.
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While I do support more bike pathways around downtown, 
including Ringling, those pathways should be 
secondary to creating a better connection for downtown 
residents in Gillespie Park, Rosemary District, 
and Larel Park having bike lanes to access downtown.  These are 
the individuals in the City of Sarasota 
who live, work, and spend their money year round at downtown 
businesses and restaurants. 
 Therefore, it is more important in my opinion to provide better 
connectivity with bike and 
walking paths from these neighborhoods to downtown 
businesses than it is to connect infrequent 
users of the Legacy trail to the downtown businesses.  I believe 
funds should be allocated to
 improving those connections rather than focusing on a 
connection to Legacy Trail.
Would love to see a more accessible area for bikes and people 
commuting on 
electric devices. Keeping things safe for everyone. Walking, 
biking, driving.
I ride all day everyday. those posts along the road won't look 
nice in 3 weeks when all of these out of town drivers knock 
them over and the permanent ones will get dinged up too. Put a 
curb up and call it a day. 
My family loves biking but we do not feel at all safe riding in the 
City.
Extending Legacy Trail would be ideal.
We are far behind in accommodating people with with safe 
Lanes for bicycle and similar transportation. I believe  Safer 
Lanes will promote people to use cleaner forms of 
transportation besides combustion engines and also encourage 
exercise which has health benefits as well.
This is an important link in the bike network and I'm excited for 
it. Ideally the design will 
incorporate not only a protected bike lane but slower vehicular 
traffic speeds (by way of narrower lanes + other traffic calming 
measures).
I have felt since the trail was going to reach Payne Park that it 
should go further into 
downtown to make it far more widely usable.  I would use this 
trail.
more bike friendly-less cars on the road
More roundabouts along Orange & Osprey in Gillespie Park 
neighborhood. Wouldn’t hurt to put a couple along Goodrich 
Avenue either
Not sure if apartments at Ringling/Lime were taken into 
consideration for future numbers.
INTERESTING questionaire which is so complex that many may 
not complete it....
Be a tree delineated pathway. Definitely trees, not low plants, in 
the dividers 
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I can see some of the planter options might make this safe, but I 
am concerned about the curves and blind spots on this roadway 
- particularly by the Kauffman triangle building area.  Also 
concerned about what road diet would mean for left and right 
hand automobile turns at the intersection of 301 and Ringling. I 
don’t bike, but I support those who do, and would not be totally 
opposed to this vision if the auto connectivity isn’t 
compromised at the 301 bottleneck.
Thank you so much for this opportunity to share my opinion on 
these issues. Having 
the ability to bike to work was a main driver in moving here 
recently from the Atlanta area, and we love our new city!
I bike to Ringling Museum because I can find safe roads. I bike 
LBK on sidewalk. I’d bike more if I can keep mostly separated 
from cars. THANK YOU for considering more bike lanes! 

If I could feel safer riding on the roads (any road), I would 
bicycle much more often.
Biking, walking, and jogging would be a great start to reducing 
obesity.  We could ride our bikes to the Farmers Market and 
other downtown stores. During the week, I work downtown and 
I woulduse my bike to get around if it was safer. It would 
quicker and cheaper to ue my bike versus my car.

I would recommend that the City consider making the bicycle 
trail a loop.  
Put another major bike trail by Hwy 75 and joint that to the 
existing trail. 
 A loop like this would connect the outer burbs to the city and 
really encourage people to ride.
I would love to see the legacy trail extended north of Payne 
Park. Maybe take it to RL Taylor?
Can’t read the pull down. 
I appreciate all the work going into this. The more a bike lane 
can safely protect, the more one rides. I believe if you spend the 
money to improve them with trees and such, everyone in the 
community wins. 
Bike safety is an enormous priority in the city. Almost everyone I 
know, including myself,has had an accident of close encounter 
due to unsafe drivers and conditions 
The City of Sarasota has an enormous opportunity to become a 
catalyst for healthy behavioral change through putting into 
place ease of access and safe MURTs. If you build it, they will 
come!  
Make Ringling Blvd a Complete Street.
Thank you for your forward thinking on this. People will thank 
us 20+ years from now.
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I grew up in Sarasota.  I rode a bike throughout the city and 
county most of my High school and college years in the 70's and 
80's.  When I started working I couldn't ride a bike as it was not 
conducive to my job.  We are in a very different environment 
and a more casual society now and biking should be a major 
mode of transportation now.  It is time for us to accommodate 
bikes and pedestrians as well as buses into our city streets.  
Public transport should also be a part of the future plans.

I think redesigning Ringling Boulevard would be a move in the 
right direction for the city.
Automobile transportation must be prioritized.  The notion of 
thinking people will utilize 
'walking and biking' as a sole mode of transportation is folly and 
fallacious.  Cite average age of citizens and the hot climate.  

Great survey platform and great work on these projects! I walk 
Ringling on my work commute and 
would like to feel more comfortable biking to work! Can't wait! 
One other item that I would also 
like to see for future projects would be the consideration and 
integration of anti-displacement 
strategies at this early planning stage. The legacy trail/greater 
transit connectivity coming to the city 
is already increasing housing prices by the railroad tracks/trail. 
UCLA looked at best practices from 
around the US compiled a great summary document 
https://www.ioes.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/Greening-
without-Gentrification-report-2019.pdf Here are some other 
examples:
11th Street Bridge Park Equitable Community Development 
Plan: https://bbardc.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/10/Equitable-Development-
Plan_09.04.18.pdf SPUR’s white paper on the Guadalupe River 
Park in San Jose: 
https://www.spur.org/sites/default/files/publications_pdfs/SPU
R_Reenvisioning_the_Guadalupe_River_Park.pdf
Lower Los Angeles River Revitalization Plan, Community 
Stabilization Toolkit: https://lowerlariver.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/02/Community-Stabilization-Toolkit.pdf 
Thanks!
I hope that this survey can gain traction and gain public 
awareness.  If it was not for Leigh, 
I would  not have seen this important information,  Dan is doing 
an excellent job, and 
I am sure the involvement of various bike clubs and focus 
groups would be supported.  
Remember.  SAFE BIKE PARKING needs to be available as some 
destinations, 
unfortunately still have citizens who prefer to live outside .. and 
this is worrisome. 
 Nothing is worse than to rise somewhere and then find your 
bike stolen.
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Sarasota has an opportunity to expand bike travel (and reduce 
auto traffic) in the Downtown 
vicinity by adding 3-wheeled bikes to the City's bike-sharing 
program. As a senior citizen 
who hasn't been on a bike since college years, I'd love to get 
around town 
on a bike but I'm not going to take a chance on falling with a 2-
wheeler.
Florida is a mecca for cyclists. It would be great if we made it 
safe for us to enjoy 
our great outdoors and for the county to support all the money 
cyclists bring to our area!
Can’t wait till the Legacy Trail comes to Downtown!!
I live and work within the City of Sarasota. I would love to bike 
more often but consider 
my life at risk with all the aggressive or out-of-town drivers. If 
well-defined bicycle 
lanes were a part of the landscape, I'd feel more comfortable - 
and it would be more sustainable as well! 
As an avid cyclist i have always stayed away from downtown 
due to the roads 
and lack of safe areas to cycle. I absolutely would come 
downtown to ride if these steps were taken. 
Thank you 
Create a cohesive road for more people to use. Bike, walk car
I'd love to get involved with this project.  I have 30+ years of 
professional experience in active transportation.  Please let me 
know if I can help.  Thom Cerny thomasrcerny@gmail.com

Thank you so much for the chance to contribute to this vision. It 
is great to see how you have elected to get feedback, and 
protect riders. Thank you! 
Excited that you’re wanting to be more cycle friendly.
I would like to see Sarasota be more proactive. There are a lot of 
people who travel for 
sporting vacations/ destination races- events. Sarasota isloosing 
a lot of revenue because it's not bicycle/ sports friendly. Look at 
Benderson. That park is doing great. 
Sarasota city could be doing more. 
I can see the end of the previous statement. Shared use without 
pedestrians in the bike lane is ideal (unless the lanes are really, 
really wide).
Sarasota needs to be more bicycle friendly not just in 
infrastructure, but also in how police enforce bike safety, 
protecting riders from dangerous drivers. 
We need more bike friendly road in the city
not directly related to the trail but to improve bikablity in 
sarasota the traffic lights should be set so they can sense a bike 
waiting at a light. Lights at Bahia vista & shade do not change 
for solo bikes. You have to wait for a car-not bike friendly. I 
often run out of road on my bike - either thrown into 41 or 301. 
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Ringling Blvd has so much potential as an active transit corridor! 
While I would love to see protected bike lanes with additional 
street trees, I think it would be a 
huge improvement just to add regular bicycle lanes and reduce 
the width of the vehicle lanes. 
Can’t read this complete answer on the phone. 
I used to work on Ringling Blvd. It has great potential!
keep bikes off the road, use dedicated paths, sidewalks for 
bikes, walkers, joggers.  See Rails to Trails projects.
Common sense...common sense
the vision of bike friendly lanes and connectors is great - keep 
up the good work 
Ringling Blvd should definitely be redesigned to be safer for 
cyclists, I would like to see 
more projects like this in Sarasota that emphasize means of 
transportation other than cars 
Once the Legacy feeds live into Payne Park , oh boy , gonna be a 
mighty flow of people on wheels.  
A flood.  Anyone who saw what happened in Venice , multiply 
that by scale of population on new trail sections , I think the 
word flood is about right.  And our wonderful Payne Park is just 
waiting.
This option isn’t readable on mobile site. Ringling has potential 
to connect legacy trail to a Ringling Bridge
Ringling should allow us to make Main st a more walkable road

We need to have more bike lanes available to riders in these 
counties. Manatee and Sarasota
Altering Ringling Boulevard would be a fantastic addition to the 
city of Sarasota and the recreational 
enjoyment of the residents of Sarasota County. I love biking 
from the existing 
Legacy Trail to Venice and look forward to having the Legacy 
Trail extended into downtown 
Sarasota. Connecting with a trail that leads to STP would be 
unbelievably fun as long as it's safe.
The usual. Cars speeding. Drivers on the cell phone. Lack of 
driver awareness. 
Better flow at intersection of 41 and the Bridge.  Need another 
Bridge further north the Longboat!
Sarasota should make accommodations for cyclists. Thank you

I would like to see more bike friendly roads. 
accomodate biking and connect the legacy trail to the bridge 
and longboat key.
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A dedicated bike lane and a separate sidewalk is ideal. If that is 
not feasible, then a bike lane that can accommodate both 
safely. People want to ride bikes and 
walk more but they need to feel safe doing it. I am an expert 
rider and I use the legacy trail regularly however I don't feel safe 
on most roads in Sarasota. Hopefully 
that will change. I am moving to Ringling and Shade area so that 
I can be close to downtown and to the legacy trail so that I can 
bike to both places. It's important to me! 
Thank you for doing this. It feels very Democratic and inclusive. 

Biking could be a major additional atteaction to this area, for 
tourists and for those that live here. 
It's an unpleasant pedestrian desert in its current form. Needs 
trees and greenery and slower speeds!
I live near Clark road, about 2min from where the legacy trail 
will extend. 
I would love to be able to bike to work (in downtown SRQ), 
without being in crazy morning traffic. 
My daughter commutes by bicycle in Sarasota and I'd like it to 
be safer for her and 
others who are leaving a smaller carbon footprint by bicycling.

More people are cycling and the current structure of Ringling is 
intimidating. 
Our cycling group would use regularly and stop to eat or fave 
coffee
Actually, I would love for it to be redesigned, but I didn't see any 
suggestions that I 
liked in this survey.  I think it's important to keep the roads 
resilient.  Putting up 
obstacles, bollards, concrete barriers, etc can reduce resilience.  
It's important for faster travelers to be able to pass slower 
travelers.  
It's important to be able to take a left turn.  It's important for 
bicycles to trip sensors 
so that a light turns green. It's important that drivers don't 
encounter cyclists unexpectedly, 
which is what happens when you separate cyclists from drivers 
and then they cross paths.

Sarasota is doing a wonderful job providing bike 
trails..extending the Legacy, etc.
I don't bike every day, but 4 or 5 times a week, love the Legacy 
Trail 
and it would be great to connect it to downtown.
I’m so grateful the City is working at this!
This would be a great asset for the whole community including 
casual and serious bikers, hospitality, business, local residents 
and tourism.
Another major issue is driver attitude.  Drivers are entitled and 
speed in pedestrian zones. I would encourage methods to 
mitigate this behavior
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We need to work on enhancing our east/west corridors 
We need great interconnectivity and adequate parking at 
trailheads. 
We need safer biking routes.   All the new Hwy41 bike routes 
from Vamo to Blackburn Point are nothing I would ever use.   I 
will use the walking paths to bike.   I feel biking on 41 is very 
dangerous as too many drivers are speeding and not paying 
attention.
I have used the Legacy Trail (driving to the trailhead) and would 
like to be able to bike to it safely. 
I like bike lanes.  Put in a bike lane with no physical barriers and 
not next to parked cars.
If you are going to make a bike trail on the street make it safe or 
don't do it at all. if it is just a lane next to the cars that does not 
seem safe. There are to many older drivers that can not see well 
and to many people downtown drinking alcohol that could 
easily cross a lane and hit bikes. Either put a very noticeable 
protected bike lane or skip it and don't do anything. 

I’d love to see more streets becoming bicycle friendly. Too many 
roads are currently designed with too many lanes for very fast 
speeds, making one feel very vulnerable as a pedestrian or 
bicyclist. There are plenty of opportunities to make the City of 
Sarasota 
and nearby neighborhoods in the county to be better connected 
for bike traffic.
Bike improvements on Ringling would be an outstanding 
addition to the city.
No further comments
I would absolutely love for ringling Blvd to be reimagined. It 
would be beneficial for all of downtown Sarasota. 
This would be a huge step in the right direction.  As a downtown 
resident, I've watched with dismay as the new highrises are built 
lot line to lot line.  Ringling is one of our most beautiful streets 
and it would be wonderful to have this redesign.  Of course, it 
should also connect with The Bay as well.  Thanks!

I am a snowbirder.  The biking is a key decision in spending our 
time and money here.
Tons of folks use the biking trails every day so it is a smart 
investment. Thank you for the excellent survey.
We are snowbirds Pinellas County / Indiana and frequently cycle 
in Sarasota
MAintenace of designated area for bikers need to be 
maintained much better and existing bike lanes need to be 
extended according to law
I Bike on Ringling Blvd 4 to 5 times a week.  Occasionally drivers 
honk at me for being in their way; I'm very careful.  A 
Redesigned bike trail on Ringling would be a huge benefit to the 
community and gaining access to the Sarasota downtown area 
via biking.  Thank you 
so much for considering redesigning Ringling Blvd to be bike 
friendly.
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Thank you for improving safety and accessibility of bicycling in 
Sarasota.  We live in Sarasota for ~4-5 mos a year and it will 
make a difference!
This would be a terrific amenity for Sarasota residents who are 
interested in expanding recreational opportunities in a safe and 
aesthetically pleasing way. I have used other Recreational trails 
for biking in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts, and 
welcome the expansion of this amenity in Florida. The survey 
data done so far indicates great interest on the part of Sarasota 
residence to expand these amenities. I think it would make the 
Florida lifeStyle even more enjoyable

We love biking on the trail. We also bike in Venice, Myakka and 
Bendenson Park. Looking forward to the extension.

Love the Legacy Trail. My family comes to Sarasota to vacation 
primarily because of the opportunity to bicycle.
Awesome gateway to downtown and beaches
Bravo to the City of Sarasota for thinking of bikes!   With the 
addition of the Legacy Trail Extension, bike traffic is sure to 
increase and access to the trail and other areas needs to be bike 
friendly.   Bravo - excellent survey as well!  
we live in Pinellas but come down many times during the year 
to ride the Legacy Trail, Casey Key Loop, Manasota Key, and the 
Venice Waterway Trail!
Once the Legacy Trail is complete, I would welcome the 
opportunity to explore downtown Sarasota by bicycle. 
separation of traffic is very important to me.  I usually just ride 
the trails and do not ride any roads.
This is a great proposal. 
Thank you for your vision and for making my hometown more 
accessible by bicycle. 
I live in Venice. I like to take longer rides for variety. I get tired of 
the same old 20 miles. I load up my bike and go to other safe 
and interesting places to ride
This would be the start to a great inner-city safe bicycle mode of 
travel.
With no one seeming to care how much development goes on 
please improve biking safety
This is a terrific modification for bicyclists. TY for this bright 
point in a gloomy period of life. 
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My ranking of the barrier types separating bicycles from vehicles 
are motivated by these factors:

Safe distance from parked vehicles
Tangible object separating bicycle lane from vehicle lane
Convenience of moving out of the bicycle lane
Aesthetic appearance of the barrier between bicycle and vehicle 
lanes.

Bollards score at the bottom of my preferences.
Sounds like great addition to Legacy Trail
Thank you for soliciting input
Love the idea of redesign
Any solution must be safe for families with children.  Bike lanes 
on roadways are 
not safe unless well separated from traffic.
Great idea, but then leave Fruitville  alone. No need for two E-W 
corridors so close together. 
Leave Fruitville for cars and Ringling for bikes and pedestrians. 
Remove Ill thought out 
roundabout at Fruitville and Tamiami.
The city of Sarasota is NOT bicycle friendly.  I'm glad to see you 
are doing something about that.
I love Ringling. I live on it. I drive on it many times each day. It 
carries a lot of traffic. 
It’s a great idea to price safer, bike friendly access to downtown

Keep bikes and cars far apart for safety.  Use greenery and 
planters and a Florida Friendly 
approach to planting so that the environment benefits and the 
riders are safe.
I'm thrilled that the Legacy Trail is being extended an that the 
city is improving bike 
infrastructure from there.  I look forward to start regularly 
biking to downtown 
to eat etc. once the routes are completed.
Build it safe, easy access without a lot of frills
make it safe and more accessible to all.
We love the Legacy Trail.  We recently moved to be closer to it.  
We would love to be able 
to bike to downtown Sarasota on weekends for dining, Farmer's 
Market, shopping, etc.
I applaud you for considering bikers and making it more 
important for all.  It is the cheapest form 
of quick transportation and should be encouraged.
I am very excited for this proposed change and would be happy 
to be involved
Improved biking infrastructure is key to reducing vehicle traffic 
in Sarasota and improving livability. 
So excited to see this!!
I support any roadway that has a protected bike lane
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As a seasonal resident of the area (for two months), I appreciate 
all the bike lanes maintained in 
Sarasota. The more the better in my opinion.
We need bike lanes on Ringling to bike safely downtown
A bicycle network to get around is a tremendous asset for 
Sarasota.
This is a fabulous idea going towards the future.
thanks for taking the time to get our input, please listen to the 
majority, not what has 
happened in the past (Sarasota Opera, Selby) where the very 
loud minority change the commisioners minds
Paid for by user fees, not more taxes.
I have a second home in Sarasota county, I would love to bike 
more but your roads 
are basically dangerous for cyclists. I am glad to see you are 
making a bold move and 
would like to see the county embrace more cycling 
infrastructure as well. BTW, I live in 
Summit county, CO. Our pop. is 30k and we have around 
seventy miles of bike path. All the best!
I Live I Venice and we use the Legacy Trail almost daily.   I will 
bike to Sarasota when the trail is completed.   I bike daily.   
Consider more bike racks at destinations. Covered racks would 
be exceptional due 
to rain and hot sun. Lighting along the path for evening/night 
riding is 
also important. Shaded paths for the win! 
pedestrian/walking bridges over Route 41, Downtown Sarasota

Connect all the way to the fairgrounds. And have a fairgrounds 
to Pompano trailhead 
connector for legacy trail. Path should continue west past Lime 
on Ringling and 
north on Lime(or the legacy trail) towards the stadium.
Don't waste space on landscaping in the middle of the road! If 
possible, put trees 
between the bike lanes and the sidewalk so they can provide 
shade for people, not cars.
Protected bike lanes with on street parking preserved is the 
best. Get rid of a car travel lane in each direction please. 
be sure to install bike racks near stores/cafe/banks/post office 
to secure lock up. maybe consider share ride set up.
Sarasota is a growing city with excellent year round weather. As 
a newer resident 
who loves to explore on bike, I often find myself afraid to ride as 
often as I'd like 
due to the lack of safe bike lanes and poor connectivity to trails. 

Safety on the bike trails! 
Overpass for busy streets. I have seen motorized wheelchairs 
having difficulty crossing Weber for example. 
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As I indicated in the survery, I would love to see a connection 
between Tuttle area and 
downtown made easier. We would frequent a bike trail coming 
down to the farmer's market, 
restaurants, and bars. Greenery would make this a friendly 
activity, beautify the area, and 
would cool down the commute. Would love to have a more 
Amsterdam-type feel to 
this area. https://www.amazon.com/Building-Cycling-City-
Blueprint-Vitality/dp/1610918797
It would be helpful if the SCAT busses could carry more bikes.  
They could allow them inside the bus.
Safe biking is key.  Bike accidents/deaths occur way to 
frequently in Sarasota
Instead upgrade electrical grid, sewer systems, pay down debt, 
fund retirement 
plans so city doesn't copy northern cities going bankrupt. Spend 
less, people already like Sarasota.
We're suffering from maximum construction fatigue.  
LEAVE RINGLING ALONE.
WE HAVE MANY MORE STREETS IN SRQ THAT NEED HELP.  
RINGLING IS THE MAIN 
CAR ARTERY IN AND THROUGH DOWNTOWN. DO NOT MAKE IT 
HARDER OR MORE 
DANGEROUS BY ENCOURAGING BIKE RIDERS WHO ARE NOT 
PAYING ATTENION, DO NOT 
RESPECT RED LIGHTS OR STOP SIGNS, AND EXPECT MOTORISTS 
TO ACCOMODATE THEM
I would say look towards how cities like Portland, OR and 
Amsterdam deal with bike lanes. 
Those are some of the best I have ever seen. When living in 
Portland I rode my bike 12 miles a 
day, and never felt unsafe. We live JUST outside of the 
downtown area, and really would 
love to be able to bike to the farmer's market and downtown 
safely. 
Need to accommodate safe ways to traverse 41 and 301. Are 
pedestrian/bike bridges part of the plan? 
Sarasota could be a paradise for cyclists rather than the 
nightmare it currently 
is.  This project sounds like a major step in the right direction!
Love the proposed upgrades especially the more distinct bike 
areas.  Big plus for downtown to access the Legacy area.
Would love to see it happen soon. 
Ringling is now a low traffic volume street.  I cross by bike at the 
School Lane crosswalk. 
Never a problem.  Ringling seems like a natural connector from 
Payne Park to downtown.  
Crossing 301 everday by bike is a right now a challenge.  I use 
the Main street crosswalk 
but occasionally there is a conflict with traffic on Main St 
turning onto 301.
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Much needed connection downtown and an excellent 
opportunity to showcase a true protected 
bike lane on an underutilized corridor. Please be mindful of 
bikeway transitions at the 
roundabouts, which are tricky with bikeways. Don't give up at 
the intersection! The landscaping 
at the roundabouts as they exist now are wonderful, but 
sacrifices may need to be made 
to navigate the bikeway through the intersection without 
dropping the lane.
Please avoid additional concrete...Planers of shrub protection 
would be so much nicer and better for the environment. Thank 
you!
Unfortunately, there will be riders who will feel compelled to 
assert their right to 
ride out in the traffic.  Case in point;  Edmondson Road, Venice, 
(between Pinebrook and Auburn).  
Thanks to everyone helping to make this happen
Biking communities that cater to safety and connect areas of 
town, are appealing to the masses, and encourage fit/active 
lifestyles.
We are looking forward to the opportunity that the expanded 
legacy trail will offer 
for us to get from Palmer Ranch to downtown on bicycles!
It would be wonderful to connect the new Payne Park extension 
all the way to Marina Jacks for an outstanding biking experience

You shouldn't illustrate K71s as "permanent" bollards--they 
aren't really that durable. More of a quick build treatment.
Beautifying neighborhoods and streets is important, but so is 
public transportation and there is need to include this in the 
plans, especially covered bus stops to protect people from the 
sun
Safety, Beauty (garden streetscape separating bikes from 
vehicles), and a more 
residential feel (single lane east/west) to Ringling Blvd
My concern is that at 2260 Ringling Blvd. The big apartments 
there has been a sidewalk for those 
of us who live in Gardens of Ringling can get to Payne Park. With 
the start of the Legacy Trail 
they have block us off from getting to the park. We have been 
without getting there for 3 years. 
They finally opened it up n I’ve only have gotten to use it for a 
couple of months and now the 
Legacy Trail has started we ( I myself) can not get through. I 
would like to see if I’m some way 
someone will take this in consideration for those who live in this 
neighborhood. 
Thank you, Michelle Dehart
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This is an extremely biased survey.  The graphic "images" give 
no choice for Ringling as it is now, as in prior surveys "driving 
alone"  -- that is with noone else in the car -- is the only driving 
choice, in order to reduce that datapoint, rather than simply 
"driving".  And the final choice for Ringling Boulevard is 
between "Remain in its existing condition" and "Redesigned for 
the Gulf Coast Trail"  rather than "Reduced from four to two 
lanes and added bike paths".  Nowhere is a road diet 
mentioned.  As in prior instances, what a worthless survey, 
designed not to find out what people think but to try to 
promote staff's misplaced agenda.
The City is seriously lacking bike facilities and this would be a 
great way to use existing infrastructure with a few upgrades.
can't tell you how many times I've rode the Legacy down to 
Venice for lunch, let's reverse the flow!
We desperately need safe bike lanes between the northern end 
of the trail and downtown.  The sooner the better.
connectivity and destinations
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S2_P1_T2_Option_1_txt S2_P1_T3_Option_2_txt
Comment 1, Option 1 East of US 301 Comment 2, Option 2 East of US 301
Must have a protective barrier WASTE OF PAVEMENT
Regarding bicycles and stop lights — how are you proposing 
bicycles interface with the stop lights at 301 (specifically) and at 
Osprey, School, etc?  My recommendation is that there be 
placed a “button” at the intersections and when depressed it 
activates  a “bicycle only” light for the first 5 seconds or so 
allowing bicycles to get into the intersection prior to cars trying 
to make a right hand turn or trying to turn from the opposite 
direction.   I’ve almost been hit twice in the past several 
months by cars who try to quickly turn in front of an oncoming 
car and don’t pay attention a bicyclist is crossing the street.  

Depends on posted speed limit. I've biked on roads with 
this design, and it's still scary when speed limit is 35-
40mph

It is not safe to cycle within feet of cars that are moving I like this because it shows cars that we encourage biking 
with the cones 

12' travel lanes are too wide and will encourage speeding, 
creating an unsafe condition for bike users. 10' would be ideal.

Regarding bicycles and stop lights — how are you 
proposing bicycles interface with the stop lights at 301 
(specifically) and at Osprey, School, etc?  My 
recommendation is that there be placed a “button” at the 
intersections and when depressed it activates  a “bicycle 
only” light for the first 5 seconds or so allowing bicycles to 
get into the intersection prior to cars trying to make a 
right hand turn or trying to turn from the opposite 
direction.   I’ve almost been hit twice in the past several 
months by cars who try to quickly turn in front of an 
oncoming car and don’t pay attention a bicyclist is crossing 
the street.  

Having cars on both sides of the biker is still dangerous as most 
drivers ignore bikers.

Safer, comfortable, better

does not provide enough separation of fast moving cars This is better than nothing but it is still possible for a car to 
hit the cyclist 

Too close to cars, even with buffers.  The advanced age of 
drivers in Sarasota is a FACT.  These drivers do NOT yield to 
cyclists.  They do NOT see us!  Please disregard this option as it 
will result in cyclists having accidents involving vehicles that do 
not see them.

This is better but need more protection.

I don't like parking along Ringling Blvd with Bikes outside the 
parking area.  The reason is that when drivers get into and out 
of the car and/or move away from the curb it will create a 
situation between biker and parked car that will put either one 
into oncoming traffic.

Provides 4 lanes of car traffic, yet provides physical 
separation from the fast moving cars, but no shade

A person on a bike can get killed when a driver opens the door 
to a car after parking or wind so close to a car that is driving. 
Sometimes people have things on their cars that extend out of 
their cars or trucks. They also get out of their lane to go around 
other cars. These kinds of bike lanes are very dangerous

From a biking perspective this looks safe. It is not that 
attractive to look at but it looks a lot safer for bicyclists
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I can't imagine what would be sacrificed in this scenario where 
turn lanes are needed.

Protecting bikers while sacrificing drivers entering and 
exiting parked cars?  Posts blocking bike lane are eye-
sores. Why would people want to travel on an ugly street?

This is a very safe configuration for bicycle riders of various 
speeds and abilities 

I find when riding this configuration automobiles tend to 
drift and use the space as a right turn lane.

Unless that lane divide is a concrete barrier, cars making  Erratic 
lane changes means more bike/car collisions 

Much better For the biker. Cars have their space with a 
buffer between the bike lane. Enough room to move 
around slower bikers or people not on bikes

I don't like the unused area between the bike lane and parked 
cars because it will become filled with debris unless cleaned 
regularly.  I'd suggest eliminating it and use the space to widen 
the bike lane and sidewalk.

With out motor vehicle movement to "clean" the bike 
facility, the bollard area will be a maintenance problem 
and the bike lane will become filled with debris unless 
cleaned regularly.  Keep the cars next to the sidewalk.  Use 
the extra space to make the sidewalks wider for 
pedestrians and inexperienced cyclists.  Also, 10' lanes, 
while reducing motor vehicle speed, may be too narrow 
for delivery trucks.

Cars would have to cross the bike lane to park or for re-entry to 
the road with us dangerous 

This looks nice, however, I don't think that the bike lane 
needs to be 7' unless it's a cycletrack with bidirectional 
traffic. I would rather give the sidewalk more width.

This is a comfortable level of bike infrastructure for me as long 
as bike lanes continue at intersections. The 6' buffer between 
parked cars and bikes is a nice feature to avoid dooring. 

But I’m also a driver. The “horse left the barn” long ago on 
a good traffic plan i.e. interstate feeders like St Pete. I’m 
concerned when vehicle traffic is throttled down too 
much. 

Prefer to be on the side, not in between two lanes of cars. This is better than previous option but still concerned 
about  a lack of an option out.

My only concern is I don’t see “a way out”. As a victim of a MV 
vs Bike accident where a lady hit me by making a left hand turn 
while I was riding a straightaway I am always a defensive cyclist. 
I like to be aware of options available if a car or other were to 
overtake my lane.... if there is only a deep curb then I would 
have no place to go...... except back i to traffic.

You are getting better !

The bike lanes need to be made WIDER in each direction. At 
least 12 ft wide.

The difficulty is when cars turn right across bike lane. 

I am a biker and I would not like to ride between two cars in the 
middle of the street

This design meets the threshold safety requirements for 
cyclists and pedestrians. It is acceptable However a more 
attractive design it’s possible.

I’m not an experienced cyclist (I ride a recreational town bike 
not a road cycle) so having cars traveling at high spend 
(>35mph) on both sides of me would be unnerving.

I have problems with autos who make right turns on red. 
Most drivers only look left. I have to be very careful when 
biking across 41 at Livingston. I’m afraid there will be more 
bikers hurt in the city

Traditional bike lanes do not protect cyclists and pedestrians to 
the degree that is necessary for safety. Cyclists and pedestrians 
would be dissuaded from using this type of design. Minimal 
multimodal use should be expected with this design.

I bike Ringling frequently and would love a bike lane. 
Preference would be bike lane beside sidewalk, lane 7 as 
depicted. Super excited about this option

This might be better than bike lanes just on the sides as bikers 
are more visable

Looks very safe and bike friendly 
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This configuration is new to me. I don’t know why bike lanes 
would be flanked by car traffic

Better option

Nice attempt but I'll still ride on the sidewalk Viable option if budget is a concern.
parking on outside will not be a safe way to bikers.... much safer for walk and bikes!this is much like in Europe

I would feel extremely vulnerable between rows of cars. To me this picture looks like there’s separation from the 
biker and the cars with crosshatching and also yellow... I 
don’t know what those are called. I would feel so much 
more comfortable here. 

No physical buffer I would feel safe with this distance and physical barrier
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S2_P1_T4_Option_3_txt S2_P2_T1_Existing_txt
Comment 3, Option 3 East of US 301 Comment on Existing Conditions, West of US 301
Would prefer to see this option with a 5' bike lane 
and increase the sidewalk width to 7'.

They have to lower the speed limit with so people on 
bikes and traffic

YES FOR TREES not at all friendly to pedestrians or bicyclists 
Even better! There is NO bike lane currently, so I cycle as close to 

the line as I possibly can and am always aware of what 
is approaching me using my bike's mirror.

Safer choice for families I like the look of this street but the pedestrian needs to 
share with Bikes?

This type of bike & pedestrian travel is safer, since 
pedestrian fatalities are high in Florida.

For a driver this is OK for a biker it is not OK at all

Regarding bicycles and stop lights — how are you 
proposing bicycles interface with the stop lights at 
301 (specifically) and at Osprey, School, etc?  My 
recommendation is that there be placed a “button” 
at the intersections and when depressed it activates  
a “bicycle only” light for the first 5 seconds or so 
allowing bicycles to get into the intersection prior to 
cars trying to make a right hand turn or trying to turn 
from the opposite direction.   I’ve almost been hit 
twice in the past several months by cars who try to 
quickly turn in front of an oncoming car and don’t 
pay attention a bicyclist is crossing the street.  

Ok, but not the safest from a biker perspective. As 
much separation as possible is best

Love separation from vehicle traffic! My like/dislike would be based on traffic speed.  If 
slow enough, cyclists could safely ride with traffic.  I'd 
also suggest taking some of the median width and 
widening the sidewalks.

IMO, this is the only way to make it safe for bikers. As a cyclist, riding on Ringling west of 301 currently is 
not bad, because most traffic falls off. But this is not 
the most optimal solution.

This solution is great! I don’t ride on it. 
Because drivers have too many distractions and to 
not only make thinks safer for bikers and electric 
mobility devices it would also be more aesthetically 
pleasing. 

cars too close to the bike lane. should make the island 
smaller and the bike lanes wider--much wider !

I reviewed totals and for future they appear to be 
low for Lime Ave.  There are new apartments being 
built there now and the numbers do not seem to 
reflect that new population.

Does this represent traffic just in one direction?? 
There doesn't seem to be that much room on Ringling 
in one direction

I'm a recreational bicyclist & have not ridden recently 
due to my growing fear of cars coming too close 
and/or ignoring the bicyclist. Separation like options 
2 and 3 create a comfortable buffer.

I would not feel safe cycling on the street.
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This is best as the trees and the curbs will make 
bikers feel safer and it is more pleasant to look at.

There is a lot of traffic on Ringling. We cannot shift 
traffic anywhere else. I love to ride, but we have no 
space for cars. 

This is a boulevard that provides shade to bicyclists 
and walkers and allows cars to move.  It may be best 
to leave 4 lanes of car traffic to move so that 
people/developers do not oppose this option as 
much

These kind of roads, like on Webber, feel crowded 
although a bit slower than without a median

The tree barriers will hopefully make the entire 
aesthetic of Ringling a street that is more than safer 
for cyclists; a street which brings beauty to the entire 
area it covers. There is a section of Siesta, East of of 
Shade, that has a tree lined median, and it’s a 
gorgeous strip of road. This option I feel makes 
cyclists, drivers, homeowners, and the city all 
winners - more joy, more oxygen, less concrete 
jungle.

I do often... On the sidewalk

Consider bike lanes that are wider than usual as our 
Legacy Trail as an example is getting extremely 
crowded and there is not enough width for safe 
passage when encountering multiple cyclists at a 
time.

if the center area is for bikes/ then create a path for it 
with solid surface

Feels safer Complete the street!
This looks safe and attractive. I like that there is 
something really separating the bikes from the cars

Its less traveled than Main St, has roundabouts and 
more direct from Payne Park to waterfront

This option would be the most desirable to 
encourage migration from cars to bikes for 
destination traveling

No buffer

I assume that turn lanes will be carved out of the 
parking lane and planting strip. This makes more 
sense that other options. Can we get a commitment 
for attractive planting in the planting strips -- and not 
resilient ground-cover?

There is no room for bikes and this seems very 
dangerous.

This is great for recreational cyclists, but they tend to 
ride with headphones on & not stay to the right for 
others to pass. The other options allow easier 
passing options for faster cyclists. 
Very difficult for riders to cross over- pass slower 
riders. Drivers creep into the bike lane to turn right. 
Confusion for drivers when to yield to cyclists. 
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From a biker standpoint, this is the safest, the only 
concern is there are many people out biking. If there 
is a group of leisure riders, wearing earbuds, is there 
enough room for paceline or faster group to go 
around without anyone getting hurt or having a 
collision.
Cyclists should have the lane right next to traffic so 
they are more visible to motor vehicle operators.  
The 8' separation may be dangerous during 
intersection turning movements.  Maintenance will 
also be an issue.
I like this option, but I think there needs to be a way 
for cyclist to merge into traffic kane to avoid a 
developing hazard situation in the bike lane
I like this for just bikes. If you add pedestrians, it 
looks hard to dodge large families or dropped items.

Not only is this safer for all parties but would 
encourage including children in the cycling and 
transit activities to and from downtown. Of course 
it’s the most aesthetically pleasing as well. 
Love the separation of cyclists and pedestrians from 
traffic and parking and the inclusion of additional 
street trees. However, again I would make the 
sidewalk broader and reduce the width of the bike 
lane.
I love that this option also adds trees and shade!
I think Ringling Blvd is a dangerous space for bikes as 
it narrow for the roundabout and no one knows what 
they’re doing.  I would suggest making 1st or 2nd st 
the bike path for downtown. 
Yes, probably safe (safer). Limits ability to make 
adjustments as traffic flows vary from expectations, 
etc. 
Do it right.  Leave your legacy.  Many future users 
will think of you as wise and noble.
Love seeing trees and think tha it is an important 
part of the plan.
Great way if you only had the land and area to do it 
this way. But probably not going to happen...
Nirvana 
So attractive and safe for us.
I feel like this is excessive, especially in regard to the 
cost
The addition of a barrier between bike and vehicles 
would greatly reduce potential accidents due to 
distracted drivers. 
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Aren't you limiting traffic flow with all these 
configurations??
This souls be best option
The best opt of the 3
This design meets both the safety and aesthetic 
requirements and is the best solution of the options 
offered. It would be both functional safe and 
attractive to cyclists and pedestrians to use on a daily 
basis. This is the type of design that a city like 
Sarasota should have
I live in Venice.  Route 41 has bike lanes, but those 
are not separated from traffic.  I usually just ride on 
the sidewalk for fear of being hit by a passing vehicle.  

Trees are safety For bicyclist  from a out of control 
car. Better air quality. Win win !
Need real protection
 The planters offer more protection for bikers
Assuming the barriers with trees have plenty of 
access breaks?
This options of course is even better with the barrier. 
Love that we could flow bike traffic from Legacy into 
downtown business
Excellent, safer and visually appealing. This is the way 
to go!! Invest now rather than upgrading to this later. 

trees are more maintence cost!  but are nice too
The trees would provide an excellent barrier plus 
shade.
RINGLING MUST STAY A 2 CAR LANE ROAD. THIS IS A 
WORKING STREET - NOT A LEISURELY TOURIST RIDE 
YOUR BIKE AND LOOK AROUND STREET :(
A true "Complete Street" - consider decreasing 
planting strip to 6' to provide an opportunity to 
widen sidewalks 2' on both sides. Shade trees are 
possible in 6' planting zones.
This would be ideal!
Adds beauty and safety
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S2_P2_T2_Option_1_txt S2_P2_T3_Option_2_txt
Comment 1, Option 1 West of US 301 Comment 2, Option 2 West of US 301
I imagine people would get really confused 
with this traffic pattern change

This is better, assuming those yellow things are pilons 
separating car traffic from walkers/bikers. Not ideal, but 
better than present situation.

The buffer needs to be between 
pedestrians/bicyclists and car traffic! Not 
between walkers and bikes.

Better, but not much protection from distracted drivers

outside buffer doesn't make sense improvement, but can be much better
I would think you need 2 lanes of traffic each 
way

I like it better than Option 1

It’s not obvious because of traffic is so much - 
you can’t notice it when your watching so 
many wild drivers

This area leads into the downtown by the municipal 
buildings...definitely needs a buffer between cars and 
cyclists.  PLEASE.

I don’t feel safe biking in lanes that aren’t 
protected by a barrier. Too many distracted 
drivers.

This would be fine as both a driver and a bicyclist I like 
the separation and would feel safe driving a car and a 
bicycle on it

It is not safe from distracted drivers. I'm not a fan of bollards due to maintenance/debris 
issues

Not enough separation from cars Looks good, although a broader sidewalk would be nice. 
Ringling's sidewalks are quite narrow. This could likely 
be achieved by narrowing the buffer between cars and 
bikes - 5' is more than necessary.

This would make me uncomfortable as both 
the driver and a bicyclist it accomplishes 
nothing for safety

Ugly yellow posts marking buffer makes it an ugly street

This section on Ringling only needs the single 
lane -- especially with the roundabouts.

Best option so far

Wider sidewalks would be better great way, but takes lots of room up. but probably will 
not happen due to land problems and cost

Why the wide buffer between the sidewalk 
(too narrow) and the bike lane? It would be 
better for the wider buffer to go between the 
cars and the bike lane.

This design would be acceptable as it adequately 
separates car traffic from cyclist and pedestrian activity. 
However it’s not optimal from an aesthetic viewpoint

Good for bikes, bad for vehicles Where are you going to put the barrier? Are you going 
to take out the lovely median?!?!?  

bike lane is too close to cars..needs to be 
opposite and protection area next to the 
cars...

This seems easiest to access turns and cross streets

A traditional bike land does not provide a safe 
enough degree for cyclists. Florida has the 
highest rate of cyclists and pedestrians deaths 
and injuries in the country

very good design and less maintence of trees

There you only have one car to contend with Better but I definitely would love to have greenery over 
the bike lane to shade us!

Speed limit should be safe RINGLING BLVD MUST STAY 2 LANES TO CARS !
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is this really practical? more cars are needing 
the road too.

I would feel safe with this distance and buffer

RINGLING BLVD MUST STAY 2 LANES TO CARS 
!

This is crazy.  Sarasota should be facilitating vehicular 
movement, particularly with the out of control growth, 
not making it worse on major arterial roads like Ringling 
and Fruitville with these insane road diets.  Biased 
surveys about the aesthetics of "images" are useless.  
Ask people what they think about making traffic 
congestion worse by shrinking major roads from four to 
two lanes and see what kind of answer you get.  And 
stop the Orwellian wording with phrases like 
"repurposing roads" and tell it straight - you want to 
remove travel lanes for the overwhelmingly preferred 
mode of travel, that is automotive vehicles.  Stop trying 
to  force people out of their cars.

Why not widen sidewalk with curbside buffer 
space?
No physical buffer
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S2_P2_T4_Option_3_txt S2_P3_T1_South_Florida_txt
Comment 3, Option 3 West of US 301 Comment on South Florida Example

I’d be a little nervous about a biker wobbling 
over into the auto lane. 

beautiful planted boulevard Unattractive
I feel you need 2 lanes of traffic ? I like the bike lanes painted green
Why does the plan stop at Pineapple and not continue 
through the Palm round-a-bout and to the Bayfront?  Is 
this because a round-a-bout is proposed at US41 and 
Ringling?

I’d be a little nervous about a biker wobbling 
over into the auto lane. 

Safer and inviting to bicycles Unattractive
The more natural the barrier between car and bike the 
better and prettier.

Cars are too close

I'm not a fan of trees in medians. Prefer them on 
sidewalks for shade. I love trees, so, it's okay, of course, 
to have them. More importantly, will ex. like 3 be 
doable. So wide a road?

Not enough room for cyclists to ride side-by-
side.  Looks very NARROW.  The coloring of the 
bike lane is an excellent idea, although NEON 
PINK or ORANGE would be perfection for 
Sarasota!

Good protection of bikers and walkers, plus more 
pleasant to look at.

The posts are a distraction.  We already suffer 
from sign pollution...

Provides safety and shade to bicyclists and pedestrians.  
It becomes a European type of boulevard.  

Buffer zone painted green and less obtrusive 
post color a plus. Important that there is a 
planting strip for the benefit of pedestrians.

I would feel very safe with a treed buffer.  The trees 
chosen would need to have strong roots so they don't 
blow over in a hurricane.

more intuitive to follow

This is attractive and I would actually feel safe driving 
on it. I don’t feel safe bicycling on city streets as things 
are now. I love biking and I would bicycle if roads were 
like this. 

The posts are small and not definable. Not a 
horrible situation

Let's not go overboard with 3 planting strips which all 
ignore pedestrian needs. Creative re-thinking is 
warranted. Consider widening sidewalks. Why do bikers 
(and cars) get the benefit of shade trees when 
pedestrians do not?

Please, no bollards.

the more protected bikeways the better Remove the poles out and away from the 
greenway. 

Bikes should ride next to the traffic lane.  Se earlier 
comments about potential danger of this design at 
intersections.

Looks fairly good, although vehicle turns 
through the bike lane can be dangerous.

Again, as long as there are places to dodge crashes, 
downed limbs, kids, etc.

I don’t care for the posts...

Love the additional street trees in this design. bike lane too narrow !
Vehicle traffic has to move. It’s already backed up. 
Taking half of it forbikes is insane

cyclists must be protected from distracted 
drivers. A strong and permanent divide between 
cars and bikes is best.

Go on , make yourself proud. Post can be dangerous for cyclist if crowded.
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No high curbing Does not provide a structural barrier separating 
car traffic from cyclists and pedestrians. 
Aesthetically displeasing

would work, but cost probably would be too high. I would rather ride on the sidewalk then in a 
lane in the road that a car can get to.

I feel like the cost of this option would be excessive and 
the approach is more than actually is needed

Where do the bikes go?

I like this however I am concerned there is not enough 
traffic lanes to service the area homes. The other 
drawing with 4 traffic lanes and the above bike lanes is 
my preference. 

I like the color and visual reminders for cars

The ultimate! Not worth it. Cars will run the posts over and 
you will have to replace. Not safe enough for 
bikers. Waste of resources. 

Where is parking. def is stand out of what bike lane is!
Desirable from both a safety And aesthetic viewpoints. 
A design such as this Is commensurate with the quality 
of Sarasota amenities

The painted lane and protective posts help 
drivers see where not to drive however, not as 
safe as the Gulfcoast or Urban Texas model.

I like all the trees but is this practical. KEEP RINGLING BLVD EXACTLY THE WAY IT IS
I prefer to have a designated separation from traffic 
when walking or riding my bike.

It’s hard to tell, but it looks like the green part is 
where the bike riders can ride. My concern 
would be the cars would park slightly in that 
and block it. 

This should have been planned 10 years ago instead of 
letting the condos build out to the sidewalk!!
Too much distance to cross when turning
This is beautiful
Same comment as the east side. Do this now so you 
don't have to upgrade it later. This is what people want. 

This is best. Trees to remove exhaust fumes and 
mitigate the noise. 
I am opposed to cutting down car lanes. Our population 
is older. Condos get built but lanes are removed. No 
one is going into nice shops all sweaty. Get real!

RINGLING BLVD MUST STAY 2 LANES TO CARS !
If within scope- could the very large median be shaved 
and curb moved inwards to widen the sidewalk? 

Not enough room for cars to pass
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S2_P3_T2_Pacific_Rim_txt S2_P3_T3_MidAtlantic_txt
Comment on Pacific Rim Example Comment on Mid-Atlantic Example
no image Confusing
Very dangerous. You have to look out for cars going by 
and doors on parked cars opening in front of you. No 
good.

No protection for the bikers and again, doors opening from 
parked cars in front of bikers. You are counting on too many 
people being aware of others around them.

Not as obvious to drivers that this is a bike lane, so my 
fear factor goes up

Still no physical separation from cars, but the bicycle path 
seems a little bit more obvious than Pacific Rim

Drivers do NOT know how to navigate these 'buffered 
bike lanes' so cyclists can safely utilize them.  TOO 
MANY ACCIDENTS will occur if this is approved.  Just say 
NO!

Motorists will be confused with this configuration.  They 
may think these are free short-term parking spaces.  

Danger because of car doors opening Enough room for bikers and even though the posts are 
small, room to move about within the lane

Nothing protecting bikers from drivers exiting parked 
cars? Seems to be much opportunity for conflict 
between biking and parking. Pedestrian needs ignored.

I like the additional buffer between traffic and the bike 
lane. I also like the striped paint on the sections where 
traffic intersects the lane - it gives cyclists a heads' up to 
look out for cars.

Too close to car doors opening Better option keeping parked cars on one side with bike 
lane on other... but is this one way lane for bikes??? 
Otherwise it can become a hazard

This looks okay, but I would be concerned about getting 
doored by people exiting parked cars.

can not see the bike lane at all

I like the separate marked bike lane and that there is an 
easement that keeps us away from being victims of 
being “doored” by parked car dooropening

Post can be dangerous for cyclist

bike lane too close to cars. car doors can open and kill a 
biker

Again with senior drivers and young texting drivers with no 
buffer lane, always dangerous

With people texting or distracted not real safe Another confusing Design. The location of the bike lanes is 
not well represented and it’s unclear where the separation 
between car and cyclist traffic would be.

This is a confusing design. The lines on the road do not 
clearly indicate where the bike lane is or separation 
from traffic.

while separation is better  on busy streets still not 
desireable 

parking lanes where doors are opened into the bike lane 
are not a good idea.  

Where are the bikes?

Please just station an ambulance on the road. Seems good for car awareness and bike lane delineation 
Bikes next to parked cars seem not optimal for safety Waste of resources but better than nothing
This is confusing assumes one way bike traffic?
Nope, I'll ride on the sidewalk
NOPE!
This option does not provide enough rider safety. 
REALLY - A BIKE LANE NEXT TO THE PARKED CARS, SO 
WHEN DISTRACTED PARKERS OPEN THE CAR DOORS, 
THE BIKER WILL GET SWIPPED - HAPPENS ALL THE TIME 
WHEN BIKE LANES ARE NEXT TO PARALLEL PARKING 
SPACES. :(
I ride a recumbent trike and there’s no way those 
parked cars would see me. 
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S2_P3_T4_Gulfcoast_txt S2_P3_T5_Urban_Texas_txt
Comment on Gulf Coast Example Comment on Urban Texas Example
Buffered vegetation would be safer and more esthetically 
appealing!  

Safer

Look at Downtown St. Pete it is the bomb! Not much protection from distracted drivers
I can't tell if the right lane is for bikes or the lane to the 
right of the vehicle. If the bike lane is at the far right, I 
would say I like/strongly like it.

There is a physical separation and there is shade. Wish 
there was more separation.  Florida drivers are 
dangerous.

Much better for safety. Too many elderly motorists will ride over the curb and 
hit cyclists because they become confused. 

Love this - physical separation from drivers and shade.  
This is best option

Curb as buffer seems adequate in lower-speed urban 
areas (like Sarasota's Ringling Blvd). More efficient use of 
limited street width -- plus leaves space to provide shade 
for both bikers and pedestrians.

I would feel very safe riding my bike with this option, 
which is also a city beautification project!

Could make the lane wider to accommodate passing 
slower bikers

Very appealing to all levels of bikers and pedestrians Curb could be a hazard if bike way fills up with debris.
Big enough bike lane, would be better with a defined 
buffer

Looks fine, although it's difficult to tell if the lane is wide 
enough for cyclists to pass each other.

Beautiful! The wider lane gives faster cyclists a chance to 
pass.

Is this a one way or 2 way street?
advise

Think of how proud these planners engineers etc al 
....must feel.  First class!

I prefer a landscape buffer or something that a car can 
not go over and hit a cyclist.

Looks like a Nice big bike lane ... Was in Denmark last year, many bike lanes in cities 
similar. 

bike lane needs to be wider and marked so people know 
it is a bike lane

A good aspect of the design is the use of a functional 
barrier between vehicle and cyclist traffic. However this 
design is not as aesthetically pleasing as it might be.

best option This is obviously a one way route. An so you must follow 
a regular designated route or set you own added route.

I have ridden on dedicated bike lanes in the Munich 
Germany area and these are similar and I can tell you by 
experience that they work very well. I'm an avid cyclist 
and proponent of increasing safe bike paths. I would be 
happy to provide additional input or be on a task force if I 
am needed. 

This appears to be a one way bike lane with no bike lane 
on other side of street - don't like that at all.  The 
concrete curblike barrier is however an improvement.  

Good separation between Vehicular and cyclist and 
pedestrian traffic. Good aesthetic integration with use of 
planted median

Again No room in SRQ

This would work in Lakewood Ranch before the houses 
are built. No room in SRQ

Almost there but not quite

Very safe but seems geared for recreation more than 
transportation 

would work in under 25 MPH zone

Yes please! Wheelchairs could be safe on this one. 
perfect set up! CURBS ARE DANGEROUS FOR BIKE AND CAR TIRES. :(
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WAY TO MUCH LAND NEEDED AND TOO CONFUSING FOR 
CARS WHO CANT SEE THE BIKES SHARING THE ROAD!!

not if bike traffic is two way in bike lane

bike rules would need to be clearly stated and adhered to
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S3_P0_T0_txt S3_P1_T0_Delineator_Posts_txt
Suggest another or Comment on Physical barriers Comment on Delineator Posts
Green colored lane The Delineator Posts will get hit and damaged and it will take 

months to replace leaving bicyclists in danger. These are the LEAST 
effective. But greenery is noticeable to cars - whether in planters or 
an island, drivers are conditioned to learn to stay away from 
greenery.

please do nothing Very effective and inexpensive way to deter motorists from crossing 
into bike lanes, even by accident. Posts should be painted NEON 
YELLOW or NEON ORANGE. 

none! Less protection than a Permanent Bollard but are high visibility and 
low maintenance.

A line of reflective pavement markers. I like the planter types best becasue they break the sight line and 
thinking of the car drivers.  The concrete and bumps work but the 
green makes it feel like a true protected pathway.

Make Ringling Boulevard a car-free zone. Only non-
motorized, bikes, pedestrians, rollar blades, skate 
boards allowed.  Commit to culture and healthy 
behavioral change...Sarasota's opp to become a 
change agent for other cities to follow suit.

These are all horrible for cycling commuters as shoppers. There is no 
safe exit or way to avoid  Any hazard in the bike lane without 
causing confusion to rider and drivers. 

No speed bumps on bike path. ok, but not the best solution. safety hazard if cycling into these. 
Painted bike lane.  Don't like physical boundaries that 
keep cyclists from being able to pass a car, bus, 
broken-down vehicle, or making a left turn

I understand the need to mark the area but we need to consider the 
adverse affect of too much street clutter - in London they are 
actually reducing structures- fencing -in congested areas as they find 
although the bikes are more 'exposed' to traffic, drivers are more 
careful and have fewer street obstacles which aids in their safe 
driving

A WIDER, 6 FT. W. BIKE LANE PLEASE I have seen cars totally destroy these, and they are not very 
attractive.

No physical barrier.  Painted bike lanes the best Not as good as the previous two.
medians with trees would be great. need a visible and closer to eye level divide
Jersey Barriers Same comments apply as to the bollards
Safe easy access without a lot of frills That works for me.  Not terribly expensive and if

Changes need to be made not a big deal
Pretty up the street Still dangerous for bikers
Planters for safety, noise mitigation and beauty. 
With climate warming and older population, I think 
air conditioned car should have rights. I walk n jog, 
but I don't give drivers less rights. Your plan does and 
even though I live downtown, I try to avoid much of 
it. 
NONE OF THE ABOVE ARE ACCEPTABLE
use of Delineator posts with a chain or rope between 
as would keep a bike rider from crossing in an 
unauthorized location,
None of the above -- I believe bicycle expert Mike 
Lasche on this subject.
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S3_P2_T0_Oblong_Low_Bumps_txt S3_P3_T0_TurtleLarge_Bumps_txt
Comment on Oblong Low Bumps Comment on Turtle/ Large Bumps 
The planter island and Freestanding Planters offer protection and 
beauty

A physical separation that prevents a car from crossing 
into the bike lane

Knowing how many seniors bike around here, I would be 
concerned about putting bumps on the road

Planters and planter islands are the most protective while 
also adding to the city landscape.

Why is this EVEN a CONSIDERATION?  Ridiculous.  Totally UNSAFE. These seem like a crash hazard. Imagine hitting your head 
on one.

most hazardous. costly to maintain. Ridiculous option.  Much too low..I would choose to ride 
the sidewalks adjacent to this to stay safe.  HA!

Not too certain how safe I would feel. Better then nothing. Frankly, I think these are ALL bad ideas.  I'd consider many 
of them dangerous.

While these work to allow bikes to ride out to the trafffic lane if 
necessary they do not appear to allow easy return into the bike 
lane if necessary.  Spacing would need to be sufficient for either.  

Terrible option. costly to maintain over time, cyclist 
hazard riding into these. 

I will ride on a sidewalk rather than ride my bike where there is no 
solid separation from traffic.

like.

Dangerous Could be a safety issue if a biker hit the turtle
to the bike lane as well!  
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S3_P4_T0_Parking_Stops_txt S3_P5_T0_Permanent_Bollards_txt
Comment on Parking Spots Comment on Permanent Bollards 
Pretty plants keep With city look A physical separation that prevents a car from crossing into the 

bike lane
Seriously, our older citizens will confuse these with parking 
spots!  NO NO NO!

Freestanding planters as pictured would make it hard to see 
pedestrians who might cross the bike path. 

The bumps Bollards and posts will not keep bikers 
delineated from the cars.  The cost of medians are the best 
way to keep the roads beautiful and all parties safer in the 
long run.  Less cement please!

bikes should have a safe bake lane on major roads
Any kind of physical barri
is better then nothing. Cars frequenly slide into the ike lane as 
they are iving.

okay for some environments. not practical in cities with 
snowfall. 

These are not HIGH enough and because they are WHITE with 
reflective striping, they could be difficult to navigate for some 
motorists.  Consider painting these NEON YELLOW, PINK or 
ORANGE for stronger IMPACT for motorists to STAY AWAY.

Not bad. These provide best protection and low maintenance.
Same comments apply as to the bollards better option than turtle bumps. common in European cities. 

I think only the first three on my list are good.  The others, 
if cyclists are forced onto them could be dangerous.

these look expensive and could be a hazard to both cars and 
bikes. 

now 66.  I'm not so sure I should be out on a bike 
sometimes, so I want to make real sure I fall away from  
traffic or onto something that keeps me out of traffic

Fairly good.

Any small physical barrier is an obstruction that can cause 
a bicycle to fall

bicycle lanes and sidewalks should be separated by planters or 
parked cars; something that will mitigate an accident vs. visual 
deterrents
it's important for cyclists to have room to maneuver in case 
someone or something suddenly blocks the single bike lane or 
to allow a cyclist to pass
This design would be functional from a safety point of view. 
Does not add Much to aesthetics
They take up alot of space.  While probably best to keep traffic 
from entering the bike lane, if a biker hits one, not a good 
result.   
good but ugly. Take up a lot of space.
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S3_P6_T0_Planter_Island_txt S3_P7_T0_Concrete_Median_txt
Comment on Planter Islands Comment on Concrete Median
I really like the separation from traffic.  It’s important cars know 
where to park and in cities where they have the bicycle lane 
next to the sidewalk and the parking next to the bicycle lane 
similar to how you’ve demonstrated, I find the cars tend to park 
all the way over the buffer area and into the bike line as cars are 
so used to parking next to a curb.  The planter, or the 
permanent curb could help alleviate this issue — but the planter 
would be much more visually appealing as it’s important to 
break up the concrete as well.

NOT SAFE.  NO buffer...cars can easily jump over this 
median and hit cyclists.  

Please consider the visual appeal of barriers and opt for Florida 
friendly vegetation rather than unappealing barriers.

viable solution, safer than some others, fall hazard for 
cyclist & cars can drive over. 

A physical separation that prevents a car from crossing into the 
bike lane

I don't like the photo provided here because the bike 
lane looks too narrow to allow passing.

The city public works department does not have the ability to 
keep these plants alive.  I only support any live plantings if they 
are maintained by a private contractor. Otherwise every 3-5 
years they will be ripping out the dead plants and replanting 
them and as a city tax payer I pay for this.  EVERY DAMN TIME.  
It gets old.

The turtle bumps may be better.

Love the idea of something beautiful separating cars and 
cyclists!

Fairly safe not as appealing 2nd choice

This seems like the safest. While better than an unprotected bike lane, doesn't 
seem as visible to drivers.  

Love this Concrete medians are hard to get out of to cross the 
street or make a left turn into a garage, etc.

Natural borders/planters are attractive while providing a safe 
barrier. 1 & 2 are my favorites. The others, aside from an 'okay' 
for #3 in my list, are unacceptable and distracting.

best and safest

It will make a difference as to how WIDE these planter islands 
will be, and how TALL the plants will be.  A car could jump the 
planter islands very easily and hit a cyclist.
Good visual barrier with some protection but require high 
maintenance with danger to landscape worker.
best option, scenic, pleasant & permanent upgrade to street.

maybe not practical for all areas but does enhance the cityscape

I adore these as long as the bike lane is wide enough to allow 
cyclists to pass each other.
permanent, tall, concrete barriers between bikes and cars saves 
lives.
Both functional from a safety perspective and aesthetically 
pleasing. Only downside is that these planters would require a 
fair amount of maintenance to stay looking good.
Needs to have frequent  openings to allow bikes to move into 
and out of  the traffic lane if necessary
Love this!
May diminish noises/smog from cars
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Love this!
Good looking too
Physical barriers best!
any planters are great but are costly involved!
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